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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Program Manager's Guide was prepared by the Aircraft Sys-
tems Division of the Grumman Corporation under RADC contract F30602-

j85-C-0161, entitled Reliability/PMlntainab/lity/Testability (RIMIT) Design

for Fault Tolerance. The objectives of this document are to provide Air
Force and contractor program managers with guidance on how to address

fault tolerant design issues and needs, and to provide general informa-
tion on state-of-the-art R/M/T fault tolerance techniques. A R/M/T

Fault Tolerant Design Implementation Guide, which will contain a more

in-depth technical treatise on fault tolerance techniques and analyses

methodologies for use by the Air Force and contractor technical person-

nel, is also being prepared under this contract and will be available by

the end of 1988. These Guides are being developed to structure cost

effective programs for reliable, maintainable and testable fault tolerant

C3 1 (Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence) systems.

When properly applied, fault tolerance can significantly and effec-
tively enhance the mission capabilities of C3 I systems. It is imperative,

however, that program managers understand the configuration selection

process to avoid the infusion of unnecessary system complexities that
contribute little to mission capability and increase life-cycle cost. The

system performance, supportability and cost of competing fault tolerance
approaches must be clearly defined early in the development phase to

support critical management configuration decisions.

This Program Manager's Guide provides the essential background

information needed by Air Force and contractor program managers to un-

derstand the specification, design and tradeoff analyses required for

S~iii
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fault tolerant Cal system devekhpments. It is organized in a manner that
follows the configuration development process and addresses the following
critical areas:

o R/M/T program planhing and management
o Specification of fault tolerance and R/M/T requirements
o Relationship of fault tolerance to mission and safety criticality
o Guidance for design of fault tolerance
o Evaluation of design cost effectiveness.

This Guide can be used either as, a tutorial aid or a management
reference document. Numerous fault tolerance examples are presented
which illustrate the potential- benefits that can be derived and areas of
application. Graphics and emphasized type fonts are used extensively in
this !guide to summarize the material presented and to highlight important
management issues. In addition, checklists are located at the end of
each section. These checklists provide a handy reference of major per-
tinent R/M/T impact areas that program managers should address in fu-
ture fault tolerant C3 I development programs.

iv
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Reliability, maintainability, and testability (R/M/T) are essential system
attributes required to achieve the Command, Control, Communications
and Intelligence program objectives of high system effectiveness and min-

imum life-cycle cost (LCC). A fault tolerant system design is one that
has provisions to avoid failure after faults have caused errors within the

system. Therefore, fault tolerant desl•n opprcachet can significantly
increase C3 1 system reliability, and are often required to meet stringmnt

reliability requirements, assure the avadabiity of critical C3 1 mission
functions, and avoid potential safety hazards.

The objective of this study is to provide P/M/T design guidance for
fault tolerant C3 1 systems. The design gucl6nce addresses program

management functiona• and Information sources, vnd has been tailored for
use by Air Force (Al) system planners and AF contractors. The guide-
lines developed as part of this study should .hia used to develop cost-

effective rqo.iremnont planning and design c(p.,,,felopnvlnt programs for reli-
able, maintvinabi,, awd testable f'oult toierarn-" qy%,,ietns. Air Force and
contyc'aor ;prgram managers must orovido vh.: loIa,,arship to control the
fault ".-•ha 1,' design process tc iasurp tVnt sy.tAim effectiveness and
LCC itre not compromised, Figure 7-1 pro e-vie, on "'erview of this Pro-

gram Miirage- s Guide, 1,nd depicts the it,-sqn' procets for establishing

fautt tolerant configurations from tha poagram system requirements step
through tradeoff analyses of alternate design approaches. As illustrated
in this figure, the Guide is conveniently organized chronologically by
each step of the fault to!er•nt design process.

Section 2 of the Guide contains an approach for planning, man-

aging, and tailoring R/M/T programs for C3 1 fault tolerant system
development. Tailoring is the process by which individual requirements
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are evaluated to determine the extent to which they are suited for 'a

particular system development and acquisition. The approach recom-

mended in Section 2 evolved from an extensive review of applicable

military standards governin§ the conduct of R/M/T and Safety programs
for systems and equipment. This section also contains R/M/T program
task application matrices, flow diagrams, and guidelines for the speci-
fication of fault tolerance and R/M/T requirements.

3
Section 3 describes the relationship between C I program require-

ments and mission and safety criticality. Fault tolerance should be in-
corporated into a design as part of the system engineering process,
since experience has shown that a hierrachical approach involving the
selective application of fault tolerant design techniques is most effective.

In general, fault tolerant design methodology used by system engineering

personnel consists of first creating a baseline design and then systemat-
ically introducing appropriate levels of fault tolerance required to meet
R/M/T requirements. A key ingredient in fault tolerant design is the
application of hardware redundancy. Sinice added hardware increases
maintenance, weight, volume, complexity, cost, and spares, it is impor-
tant that fault tolerant design techniques are not used indiscriminately.

Section 4 delineates the R/M/T attributes of the various fault toler-
ant design options along with typical application areas. Section 5 con-
tains a description of fault tolerant design methodology and presents the
methodology used to evaluate the cost effectiveness of alternative fault

tolerant design options. Appendix A contains a glossary of R/M/T and
fault tolerance terms. Sources of information used in this study includ-

ed DoD directives, NASA, DoD and military standards, military hand-
books, open literature, and RADC technical reports on R/M/T for fault
tolerance. Appendix B contains a list of references including the identi-
fication of the exact issue of military and DoD standards and NASA doc-

uments referenced in the Guide.

Within this Guide, attempts were made to identify the individual
responsibilities of both AF and contractor program managers in the fault

1-2
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tolerance design process. The AF program managers are responsible for
the establishment of system program requirements and the approval of

design configurations. The priue and systems integration contractors

are responsible for the development and optimization of design config-

urations that sitisfy the system requirements. To assure a cost-effec-

tive program, both the AF and the contractor must work together to for-

mulate realistic system requirements and conduct design tradeoff analy-

ses. Therefore, all the material presented herein should be of interest

to both AF and contractor program managers.

Program managers should address the checklist questions provided

at the end of each section. Unless specifically noted, the checklist

questions apply both to AF and contractor program managers. These

questions are particularly applicable at the System Requirements Review

(SRR), Preliminary Design Review (PDR), and Critical Design Review

(CDR) to supplement the R&M evaluation criteria listed in MIL-STD-1521,

Technical Reviews and Audits for Systems, Equipment and Computer

Software. Questions primarily addressed to the Procuring Activity are

followed by a (PA). Those addressed to integrating or prime

contractors are followed by a (C).

15
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2 - R/WT PROGRAM PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

This section contains an approach to tailoring R/M/T programs for

C*I fault tolerant systems development. Task application matrices, flow

diagrams and areas of special emphasis are provided to assist AF pro-

gram managers in R/M/T program planning and management. Manage-

ment guidelines are provided for the specification of fault tolerance and

R/M/T requirements, for software program managemdnt and for

Reliability and Maintainability (R&M) warranties.

2.1 SYSTEM TAILORED APPROACH

The R/M/T tasks and associated application matrices (delineated in

MIL-STD-7858, MIL-STD-470A and MIL-STD-2165, respectively) are ap-

plicable to the development programs of fault tolerant systems. In gen-

eral, these military standards adequately describe the R/M/T tasks rec-

ommended for implmentation when developing fault tolerant systems.

However, there are some task guidelines and tailoring that an AF

program manager should consider when developing a Statement of Work

(SOW) for a fault tolerant system. These guidelines are described in

paras. 2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.1.3 of this Guide along with descriptions of

other tasks that are important in the formulation of ovarall R/MI/T prc-

grams.

R/M/T task tailoring depends upon the performance requirement

levels that must be achieved and the expected extent of new design and

development involved. For example, a new strategic C3 1 system would
require a more extensive application of R/M/T tasks than that of an evo-

lutionary C 3 1 system design approach which utilizes existing and quali-

fied equipment/subsystems. All procurements require analysis to specify
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R/M/T levels. If mission criticality requirements are found to be low, it

may be possible to reduce acquisition costs by procuring commercial off-

the-shelf (COTS) equipment. In general, the procurement of COTS

equipment requires effort to select items with "ast is".. suitability and

demonstrated acceptability to meet program needs. (Refer to MIL-HDBK-

338, pars. 12.7.) Hence, the emphasis in procurement of COTS equip-

ment is in selection, not specification. For these reasons, a reduced set

of R/M/T tasks may be appropriate and cost-effective for fault tolerant

C3 1 system programs that incorporate extensive use of COTS equipment.

An Air Force program manager should consider the following subset
of R/M/T tasks when developing Statements of Work:

Program plans - Since the program plan identifies and ties to-

gether all program management tasks deemed necessary to sup-

port the economical achievement of overall R/M/T program objec-

tives, the plan is a necessary ingredient in any system develop-

ment/acquisition

• Allocation of specification requirements - The allocation process

is necessary since it transforms overall system R/M/T require-

ments into manageable lower level requirements for subsystems

and equipments

e Design criteria - Provide standards for design compliance and

help shape fault tolerant system architectures with the minimum

of added redundancy and complexity

e Trade studies - Tradeoffs between alternate fault tolerant con-

figurations which are capable of meeting system R/M/T require-

ments are mandatory to assure that the most cost-effective de-

sign approach is utilized

e Subcontractor and supplier control - The primary contractor's

understanding and control of a subcontractor's R/M/T program is

fundamental to meeting overall program goals

2-2



a Thermal design analysis - Reduction in the operating temperature

of components is a primary method of improving reliability, and

is often as important as circuit design in obtaining the necessary

performance characteristics from electronic equipment

* Predictionsa (including Built-In Test (BIT)/preventive mainte-

hance/diagnostic capability) - Predictions combine lower level

R/WT data to indicate equipment parameters at successively

higher levels from subassemblies through subsystems to the

system. Predictions that fall short of requirements at any level

may signal the need for management and technical action

* Effects of functional testing, storage, handling, packaging,

transportation, and maintenance - The results of analyses in

these areas are needed to support long-term failure rate pre-

dictions, design tradeoffs, definition of allowable test exposures,

packaging, handling and storage requirements, and refurbishment

plans

e Test/verification planning - R/M/T test and verification proce-

dures are required to: (1) disclose deficiences in the system de-

sign, material, and workmanship; (2) provide R/M/T data for

estimates of operational readiness, mission success, maintenance

manpower, and logistics support costs; and (3) determine compli-

ance with quantitative R/M/T requirements

• Environmental Stress Screening (ESS) - ESS procedures are re-

quired so that failures due to weak parts, workmanship defects,

and other non-conformance anomolies can be identified and re-

moved from the equipment, or so appropriate redesign measures

may be taken

* Failure Reporting, Analysis and Corrective Action System

(FRACAS) - A well organized system for collecting,

analyses/review, dissemination, and close-out of failure reports

is essential to the workings of an R&M program, and can provide

management visibility into problem areas
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a Participation In design reviews (PDR, CDR, etc.) - Review of

R/M/T program status at specified points is necessary to assure

that the program Is proceeding in accordance with contractual

milestones and that system R/M/T requirements will be achieved

a Operational assessment - Operational systems should be

continually assessed to assure that they are performing in

accordance with predictions and to identify areas where

improvements can be incorporated to minimize degradation,

improve R/M/T, and reduce the LCC

e Testability program and requirements - To assure development of

the fault detection and fault isolation capability that is necessary

to support system reconfiguration, maintenance diagnostics, and

achievement of overall program R&M requirements, a testability

program should be conducted as part of any fault tolerant

system development/acquisition

e Built-In Test analysis - The analysis of BIT features and BIT

equipment designs that will be used to detect and isolate faults,

support redundancy management, and system reconfiguration are

necessary to assure that the desired fault tolerance performance

levels are achieved.

In addition to the task application matrices contained in MIL-

STD-785,-470 and -2165, RM system tailoring guidance (based on R&M

requirement levels and design maturity) is also contained in MIL-HDBK-

338, Electronic Reliability Design Handbook. For these military stan-

dards, additional specific application guidelines to fault tolerant

system development efforts are provided in the following subsections.

2.1.1 Reliability Program Tailoring

Before selecting, tailoring and integrating reliability tasks for a C3 I

development progr'am, the AF program manager should refer to the perti-

nent application guidance contained in Appendix A of MIL-STD-785. Some

2
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reliability tasks applicable to fault tolerant system developments require

additional emphasis with regard to advancing their implementation sched-
ule and require a higher level of effort. The MIL-STD-785 task applica-
tion matrix, modified for fault tolerant system developments, is shown in

Table 2-1. Reliability tasks that require additional emphasis and tailor-

ing in both the Statement of Work (SOW) and associated CDRLs for fault

tolerant system developments are discussed ir. the paragraphs that fol-

low. In addition, a number of other reliability tasks, which are imple-

mented in the same way for both fault tolerant and non-fault tolerant

systems, have been -included due to their importance in the formulation

of the overall reliability program.

* Task 101, Reliability Program Plan - The procedures and content

for this task are the same for fault tolerant and non-fault toler-

ant systems. However, a write-up on the task description has

been provided since this task is deemed to be "generally applica-
ble" during all program phases for fault tolerant system develop-

ment. The plan provides management visibility for proper moni-
toring, control and coordination between interrelated design and

support activities. The Full-Scale Engineering Development

phase SOW should require the contractor to develop specific fault

tolerance questions for inclusion in the design review checklist.

It is also recommended that this SOW include a requirement for

the development of a Fault Tolerance Test Plan which details

plans for evaluating and dem.:c strating how well the design meets
fault tolerance requirements, especially with regard to fault pro-

tection coverage and fault recovery times.

e Task 10*, Failure Reporting, Analysis and Corrective Action

System (FRACAS) - The stringent reliability requirements atten-

dant to fault tolerant systems require the early elimination oi
failure causes since this process is a major contributor to relia-

2-5



TASLIK 2-1. L4TDNS !ýft.hI To* ANNOWNs 0.1dm. MOU~ fo. h" Thrmit w

TK -
TASK____ TV"E COMM', VAID 11011 PUSS

101 RELIAOULTY PROGRAM PLAN MOT a a
102 MONITORICOI4TROL OF SUECOTRACTORS MOGT I I a a

103 PROGRAM Rh VIEWS MOT a 5(2) on2) 012)
104 FAILURE REPORTING, ANALYSISI A IIGAG NA S a a

CORRECTIVE ACTION SYSTM (FRACAS)
106 FAILURE REVIEW BOARD (11111) MOT NA $01) G G
201 RELIBAI~LIY M0OELUNC ENGRO 0(21 00(21
202 RELIABILITY ALLOCATIONSI ACCT 0 a OC
203 RELIABILITY PREDICTIONS ACCT 612) 00(2)
201 FAILURE MODSE, IFF&CT. & ENGRG 0(1012) GCO00)(

CRITICALITY ANALYSIS WMdEA)
205 SNEIAK CIRCUIT ANALYSIS 0"O) ENGRG NA NA Gil) GOCC)
208 ELECTRONIC PARTSICIRCUITI ENGRO1 NA NA a 00

TOLERANCE ANALYWSS
207 PARTS PROGRAM ENGRG 8 512) GO2) G(2)
WE5 RELIABILITY CRITICAL ITEMS MOT Sit) a a
200 EFFECTS OP FvNCTIONAL TESTING. ENGAO NA Sit) a 00

STORAGE HANDLING. PACKAGING,
TRANSPOTATION & MAINTENANCE

301 ENVIRONMENTAL MMES SCREENING ENGRG NA 5 a a
(MU)

302 RELIABILITY OEVELOPMENTIGROWTH ENGRG NA S12) G42) NA
TESTING

303 RELIABILITY QUALIFICATION TEST ACCT NA S(2) G(2) G(2)
(ROT) PROGRAM

304 PRODUCTION RELIABILITY ACCEPTANCE ACCT NA NA 3 G12)
L T'ST IP1 -AT) PROGRAM - -

NOTE: PROGRAM ?HASE APPLICABILITY CHAP418U FROM TABLE A-1 OF
MIL-STD-785 ARE SHOWN WITH

CODE DEFINITIONS1

TASK TYPE PROGRAM PHASE

ACCT - RELIABILITY ACCOUNTING S - SELECTIVELY APPLICABLE

ENGO -R4USILTV NGIEERNG0 - GENERALPLY APPLICABLE
GC- GENERALLY APPLICABLE TO DESIGN CHANGES

MOT - MANAGEM1N'Y ONLY

NA- NOT PUPPLICASLE1
11) REDIJIRSOC3SIIJ'RABLE INTERPRETATION

OF INTENT TO SO COST EFFECTIVE
(2) MIL.STD.ISB IS NOT THE PRIMARY

IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENT. OTHER
MILETOS OR STA rEMENT OF WORK REQUIRE-
MENT' MUST Of INCLUDED TO DEF INE THE

R#7-i537.002fl) REQUIREMENTS.
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bility growth and attainment of acceptable field reliability.

During Full-Scale Engineering Development, the FRACAS should
be required to document hardware anomalies, software errors and

masked faults. This enhances the ability to develop corrective

action and monitor the reliability growth of the system. The

procedure for implementing the FRACAS on fault tolerant systems

is the same as that used on non-fault tolerant systems.

e Task 201, Reliability Modeling - The development of reliability

models is mandatory for fault tolerant system development since

the evaluation of these models is an integral part of trade study

activity aimed at developing and selecting the lowest LCC config-

uration capable of meeting R/M/T requirements. This task is
"generally applicable" to all program phases since careful review

of even the early models can reveal states or conditions where

management action may be required. The mission success

probability model should be developed to the extent that informa-

tion becomes available concerning the fault protection/redundancy

configuration(s), even though numerical input data may not be

available. Single point failure states, which can cause premature

mission loss or unacceptable safety hazards, can be readily iden-

tified and targeted for additional design consideration. The

methodology and procedures used for fault tolerant systems re-

liability modeling differ from that of other systems in that analy-

sis of fault tolerant systems generally deals with the much more

complex models required to evaluate reconfigurable and resource

sharing configurations.

Mission reliability models for evaluating conventional series-

parallel equipment configurations should be based on the tech-

niques described in Methods 1001 thru 1004 of MIL-STD-756.

Mission reliability modeling of systems employing extensive hard-

ware redundancy and complex fault management, recovery and
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reconfiguration techniques often requires sophisticated evaluation
tools that are typically based on Markov analysis techniques and
Monte Carlo simulation methods. In addition, these tools and
models typically consider the following situations:

- Redundancies present
- Permanent faults
- Transient or intermittent faults
- Effects of failure modes
- Propagating sequences of faults

- Mission load changes
- System response to failure if fault protection coverage

(consisting of detection, isolation, recovery or reconfig-
uration) is less than perfect.

Some currently existing computerized models used for the reli-
ability assessment of these complex fault tolerant systems are
ARIES, CARE III, HARP, and SURE (see para. 5.1.6).

e Task 202, Reliability Allocations - For fault tolerant system de-
velopments, this task should be started during the Concept Ex-

ploration phase in conjunction with the establishment of system
level requiremonts. Early management visibility of subsystem
allocations may highlight the reasonableness of these system level
requirements and, if warranted, cause their reassessment. In
later program phases, if some of the subsystem and lower level
allocations appear to be unreasonably difficult to achieve, then
the analysis becomes the basis for performing fault tolerant de-
sign and redundancy tradeoffs among the subsystems. The sub-
sequent reallocation should provide lower equipment level re-
liability requirements/specifications which can reasonably be
achieved. Both SOW and CDRL requirements for reliability al-
locations and predictions also require the performance of task
201 for consistency and traceability.
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r esk 203, Reliability Predictions *This task Is deemed to be
"generally applicable" during all phases -of fault tolerant system
deveopment since, when these predictions are coupled with the
models of task 201, the early mission completion success prob-
ability predictions will identify those subsystems that contribute
a high percentage to the total probability of mission failure.
This process will Identify those areas requiring increased fault
tolerance and where management action may be directed to yield
the highest payoff. Early review of reliability predictions at the
lowest equipment levels will identify parts or components which
may have inadequate margins between the parts strength and the
expected applied stress. In addition, the earlier the review is
performed, the greater the range of acceptable options for im-
proving equipment reliability. Whenever predictions fall short of
allocated reliability requirements, alternatives such as the follow-
ing should be considered:
- Identify suitable higher reliability substitutes
- Reapportion reliability allocations
- Redesign using higher reliability parts or more fault tolerant 4

designs
- Decrease the severity of environments or other operational

stress factors.

Some aiteroatives are more feasible and acceptable than others at
given points in development, but all are easier and less expen-
sive to accomplish earlier than later. Equipment level reliability
predictions for fault tolerant systems must take into account re-
dundancies present in lower tier hardware elements.

e Task 204, Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (EMECA)
-This task is "generally applicable" during all phases of fault

tolerant system development. In particular, imposition of this
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I
task is recommended at the system level during the Concept Ex-
ploration phase and at lower levels, as applicable, during the

Demonstration/Validation phase. The FMECA results should be
used to confirm the validity of the reliability model (task 201)

for compliance with qualitative fault tolerance criteria (eg., fail

operational/fail-safe requirements, etc.), and for computing re-
liability estimates of subsystems or functional equipment group-

ings, particularly where redundancy or fault protection is pre-
sent. The SOW and CDRL must also identify the equipment level

at which the FMECA is conducted, taking into consideration any

specification requirements relating to the system level at which

faults will or will not be tolerated. During the Full-Scale Engi-

neering Development phase, the FME.A must also be conducted

on highly mission critical systems with emphasis on relevant

fault classes such as transient, intermittent, permanent, latent,

common cause and catastrophic failures. The procedures for im-
plementing FMECAs on fault tolerant systems are quite similar to

those used on non-fault tolerant systems. However, where mul-
tiple layers of redundancy or reconfiguration capability in re-

sponse to failures is provided, the FMECA activity must include

a review of testability features to assure that adequate fault de-

tection/fault isolation capability exists to preclude fault propa-

gation and support system reconfiguration.

e Task 208, Relibillty Critical Items - For fault tolerant system

development, it is recommended that this task be initiated during

the Demonstration/Validation phase to the extent that analysis
(e.g. FMECA) of system configurations has identified items

whose failure can significantly affect system safety, mission suc-
cess, availability or total maintenance/logistics support cost.

Reliability critical items, once identified as a part of the selected

configurations, should be retained and closed-out in subsequent
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program phases. Reliability critical items which cannot be elimi-

nated by design are the prime candidates for additional analysis,

growth testing, reliability qualification testing, reliability stress
analyses, and other techniques to reduce the systems reliability,

availability or LCC risk. It is advisable to request the prime

contractor to examine the list of reliability critical items and

make appropriate recommendations for additions and deletions

with supporting rationale.

e Task 303, Reliability Qualification Test (RQT) Program -

Reliability qualification testing provides a reasonable assurance

that a subsystems/systems minimum acceptable reliability require-

ments have been met before committing to production. Normally,

RQTs of non-redundant items utilize test plans to statistically

verify the item's specified minimum acceptable mean-time-between-
failure (MTBF). A mission-time-between-critical-failure (MTBCF)

requirement contained in the System Specification of a fault

tolerant system should be verified by analysis or test. It is

recommended that AF program managers consider selectively

supplementing MTBF RQT's for fault tolerant sN stem equipment

by requiring verification of MTBCF requirements by demonstration

test. This recommendation applies to highly mission/safety crit-

ical subsystems/systems which contain redundant equipments with

low MTBFs. It also applies when the complexity of the system's

fault tolerant protection mechanism may limit confidence in ana-

lytical approaches to MTBCF verification. However, the pres-

ence of high MTBCF values or low volume production may make

it impossible to demonstrate the MTBCF with statistical confidence.

In these cases, the program manager should require that the

MTBCF be verified by rigorous analysis that includes, as ap-

propriate, the use of a proven reliability model (see para. 5.1.6)

and/or computer simulation techniques. MIL-STD-781, Reliability
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Design Qualification and Production Acceptance Tests: - Expo-
nentlal Distribution cannot be used to accurately assess the de-

k cision risks related to the reliability demonstration of fault toler-
Z ant/redundant systems, since the distribution of times-to-failure

of such systems do not follow an exponential function. However,
a Monte Carlo simulation program is capable of solving this prob-

lem and:
- Evaluating and defining the producer and consumer risks for

various system MTBCF values
- Offering optional selection of sequential or fixed length test

plans
- Allowing evaluation of systems which operate under either de-

ferred or periodic maintenance policies.

A Monte Carlo simulation program for MTBCF demonstration tests
has been developed and is described in Reliability Demonstration
Technique for Fault Tolerant Systems (Reference 1).

Additional reliability tasks for the development of fault tolerant sys-
tems include performing those trade studies and analyses required to de-
fine a reliable and supportable system architecture that is also cost ef-
fective. It is important that the selected reliability tasks be coordinated

with associated Maintainability, Testability, Logistics Support and System
Safety tasks and analyses.

2.1.2 Maintainability Program Tailoring

As described in MIL-STD-470A, Appendix A, Section 30, cost-
effective task selection and tailoring can materially aid in attaining
program maintainability requirements. Some maintainability tasks, applic-
able to fault tolerant system development, require additional emphasis
with regard to advancing their implementation schedule and requiring a
higher level of effort. The MIL-STD-470 task application matrix, modi-

fied for fault tolerant system developments, is shown in Table 2-2.
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r TABLE 2-2. MIL4TD470 MaminaMlnlty Tsk Appllations Guklanoe Matrix for Fault Tolerant Symtms.

um TITLE. TYPE
CONCEPT mw 50 PO OPEmSSEMa

DEV (MON)

101 MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM MGT G(3) G G(3X)1)
PLAN

102 MONFlVRICONTROL OF SUB- MGT NIA S G a S
CONTRACTORS AND
VENDORS

103 PROGRAM REVIEWS MGT S G(3) G a S

104 DATA COLLECTION. ENG N/A S G G
ANALYSIS AND CORRECTIVE
ACTION SYSTEM

201 MAINTAINABILITY MODELING ENG S S(4) G C

202 MAINTAINABILITY ACC C •
ALLOCATIONS

203 MAINTAINABILITY ACC G(2) C U
PREDICTIONS

204 FAILURE MODES AND ENG NIA S(2) G(1) C(1) U
EFFECTS ANALYSIS (FMEA) (3X4) (2) (2)
MAINTAINABILITY
INFORMATION

205 MAINTAINABILITY ANALYSIS ENG S(3) G(3) U
206 MAINTAINABILITY DESIGN ENG S(3) G C U

CRITERIA

207 PREPARATION OF INPUTS TO ACC NIA .3(2) G(2) C(2) U
DETAILED MAINTENANCE (3)
PLAN AND LOGISTICS
SUPPORT ANALYSIS (LSA)

301 MAINTAINABILITY ACC N/A S(2) G(2) C(2) S(2)
DEMONSTRATION (MD)

NOTE: PROGRAM PASE APPLICASILITY CHANGES FROM TAULE A-i OF
MIL-"TO.470 ARE SHOWN WITH

CODE DEFINITIONS
ITmh TYPE PROGRAM PHAN

ACC - MAINTAINABILITY ACCOUNTING S - SELECTIVELY APPLICABLE
ENG - MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING a - GENERALLY APPLICABLE
MGT - MANAGEMENT C - GENERALLY APPLICABLE TO DESIGN CHANGES ONLY

N/A - NOT APPLICABLE
(1) REQUIRES CONSIDERABLE INTERPRETATION OF INTENT TO BE COST EFFECTIVE.

(2) MIL-STD-470 1I NOT THE PRIMARY IMPLEMENTATION DOCUMENT. OTHER MIL-STOS OR STAT.MENT OF WORK
REOUIREMENTS MUST BE INCLUDED TO DEFINE OR RESCIND THE REOUiAEMENTS. FOR EXAMPLE
MIL-ST0-471 MUST BE IMPOSED TO DESCRIBE MAINTAINABILITY DEMONSTRATION DETAILS AND METHODS.

(3) APPROPRIATE FOR THOSE TASK ELEMENTS SUITABLE TO DEFINITION DURING PHASE.

(4) DEPENDS ON PHYSICAL COMPLEXITY OF THE SYSTEM UNIT BEING PROCURED, ITS PACKAGING AND ITS
OVERALL MAINTENANCE POLICY.

R87-3537-0O3(T)
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Systems managers incorporating a high degree of fault tolerance in their

designs should use this matrix with emphasis on early program phases,

particularly. the Concept Exploration and the Demonstration/Validation

phases. Effective and feasible concepts for Maintainability, Diagnostics
and Maintonance must be devoloped and applied as early as possible to

insure that major alternatives can be examined for overall impact on

pe'formanco' and LCC before system design 'i "cast in concrete "

Earlier corrective actions can thereby be initiated and maintainability in-

puts can be provided for evaluating the impact on mission reliability,

readiness, as well as LCC. Crucial issues such as mission-related and

large cost-impact items are, therefore, addressed earlier in a more com-

fortable and realistic time frame. For example, the proposed addition of
redundant subsystem/equipment/modules may appear to improve overall

mission reliability with a minor penalty of additional technica!, operational

or testability complexity. Without the timely maintainability evaluation of

the critical design changes for this added redundancy, the diagnostim.s

and accessibility of an otherwise easy access point could be compromised
and result in a severe impact to the item's mean-time-to-repair capabil-

ity. Maintainability tasks that require additional emphasis and tailoring

in both tho SOW and associated CDRLs for fault tolerant system develop-

ments are discussed in the paragraphs that follow. In addition, a num-

ber of other maintainability tasks, which are implemented in the same

way for both fauit tolerant and non-fault tolerant systems, have been

included due to their importance in the formulation of the overall main-

tainability program.

o Task 101, Maintainability Program Plan - The development of a

maintainability program plan for fault tolerant systems should be

considered as "generally applicable" for all program phases and

all system modifications. The plan is needed early in the devel-

opment cycle to define the early concepts necessary to guide the

maintainability program during subsequent program phases. The

primary objectives of a maintainability program are to ensure

2-14
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design adherence to specified maintainability parameters in an

environment of maintenance, support, and lower LCC constraints.

Diagnostics, for, instance, provide multiple capabilities for redun-

dancy management, fault tolerance, on-line performance monitor-

ing, and basic maintenance fault localization functions. Identi-

fication and analysis of risks play a key role due to the high

level of uncertainty that is present early in a system's life cy-

cle. The maintainability program plan should identify all main-

tainability analyses to be performed. These analyses are neces-

sary to establish and identify the risks involved in levels of re-

pair, false alarm rates, proporton of faults detectable, I:,vels of

isolation, and development of external test systems. Tl,: main-

tainability program plan should provide management a description

of how the contractor intends to satisfy mission maintainability

requirements. This task is implemented in the same way for

both fault tolerant and non-fault tolerant systems. It should be

noted that the maintainability program plan may be submitted as

an integrated plan including reliability and testability.

a Task 104, Data Collection, Analysis, and Corrective Action Sys-

tem - This task is established to aid design, identify corrective

action tasks and evaluate test results. The data collection sys-

tem should be defined as early as possible, but not later than

the Demonptration/Validation phase and should be considered as
"generally applicable" for all system modifications. The data col-

lection system used during the maintainability demonstration

should receive preliminary planning during the Demonstration/

Validation phase and should become firm in the maintainabiiity

demonstration plan prior to testing. The data collection system

should be used as a nieans for identifying maintainability design

problems and errors, and for initiating corrective actions.

These corrective actions can take the form of modifications and
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chanpes to equipment maintenance procedures and fault detection

and isolation features (hardware and software) to Improve the
faults detectable, fraction of faults isolatable, and reduce false

alarm rates, maintenance Induced faults, system outages and

excessive corrective or preventive maintenance times.

* Task 201, Maintainability Modeling - During the Concept Defini-

tion and Demonstration/Validation phases, various fault tolerant

system design and support alternatives may be evaluated through

the use of models. The models previously developed during the

Full-Scale Development phase, should be updated and used to

measure the progress achieved versus the specified requirements

and goals. These models should also be used to evaluate the
maintainability impact of design changes. The models may also

be utilized to determine the impacts of changes in fault detection

probability, fraction of isolatable failures, and frequency of

failures. For fault tolerant systems designed for an on-line

maintenance concept, the maintainability modeling task must con-

sider the effect of on-line maintenance on system performance
and the ability of the system to meet overall R&M requirements.

* Task 202, Maintainability Allocations - The maintainability allo-

cation process is the same for both fault tolerant and non-fault

tolerant systems. However, since stringent availability require-
ments are usually imposed on fault tolerant systems, it is impor-

tant that overall system maintainability objectives be translated

into maintainability requirements for system components. Main-
tainability is a key factor affecting availability (see para.
5.2.1); accordingly, maintainability allocations should be con-

ducted on system elements suitable to definition during the early
program phases when the most flexibility in tradeoffs and redef-
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inition exists, Starting early also allows time to establish lower
level maintainability and system level diagnostic requirements
that*c~an be allocated to subsystems, and diagnostic requirements
that can be allocated to assemblies. Also, the maintainability
requirements must be frozen at some point to provide a baseline
-for the detigner. Fault detection and fault isolation probabilities
to a given level must be defined.

*Task 203. Maintainability Predictions - The maintainability pre-
diction process is the same for fault tolerant and non-fault toler-
ant systems. This task should be selectively applied during the
Concept Exploration phase to evaluate and tradeoff various fault
tolerant system design configurations. However, during the
Demonstration/Val Idation and Full-Scale Development phases,
maintainability predictions should be used to determine the
degree of compliance to specification requirements. Up to date
predictions provide engineers and management with essential
information on maintainability program progress; in addition,
they are important elements in the program decision making
process. Since a limited quantity of specific design data may be
available during the Demonstration/ Validation phase, main-
tainability predictions must be based largely on experience with
predecessor (similar) systems and on reliable/proven prediction
techniques. During the Full-Scale Development phase, maintain-
ability predictions can be used to determine the inherent main-
tainability characteristics of the proposed system, the effects of
proposed changes on maintainability, and the optimum tradeoff of
equipment characteristics. Predictions made during this phase
are generally more accurate than those made in earlier phases,
since more specific system information is available.
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STask -204 Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) - A FMEA

is used to identify critical failure modes and checks the diagnos-

tic capability..for detecting and isolating each. of these modes.

Specifically, this. capability relates to such activities as the de-

termination and design of indices of failure, placement and na-

ture of test points, development of troubleshooting schemes, and

the establishment of design characteristics and criteria for fault

detection and isolation at all equipment levels. The effectiveness

of this fault detection and isolation capability becomes a critical

driver for maintainability design at organizational, intermediate,

and depot maintenance levels. Potential design weaknesses which

seriously impact safety, reliability, or maintainability are iden-

tified through the proper use of the FMEA, BIT/self-test (ST),

and preventive/corrective maintenance analyses. Top-level FMEA

activity should be initiated during the Concept Exploration phase

where only more obvious failure modes may be identified since

design definition is limited. As greater design and mission

definition becomes available during Demonstration/Validation and

Full-Scale Development phases, the analysis should be expanded

to successively more detailed levels (ie., system, subsystem, and

equipment levels) and ultimately to the piece part level if

warranted based on mission criticality.

* Task 205, Maintainability Analysis - The tradeoff process requir-

ed to pick the fault tolerant design best suited to meet system

R/M/T requirements and program LCC constraints requires a main-

tainability analysis. In general, this task has four main

purposes: (1) to establish design criteria that will provide the

desired system features; (2) to allow for design decisions to be

made through the evaluation of alternatives and through the use

of tradeoff studies; (3) to contribute toward the development of

maintenance, repair, and servicing policies best suited to the
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system; and (4) to verify that the design complies with maintain-
ability design requirements.

0 Teask 206, Maintainability Design Criteria - For the stringent
maintainability requirements typically imposed on fault tolerant
systems to be tailored into practical and effective hardware de-
signs, it is recommended that a broad spectrum of maintainability
design criteria be defined and employed. Although the task
procedures are the same as those used for non-fault tolerant
systems, this task should be considered as "oselectively
applicable" during the Concept Exploration phase and "generally
applicable" for all design changes.

* Task 301, Maintainability Demonstration - Planning for this task
should start no later than the beginning of the P~ull-Scale Devel-
opment phase. Maintainability demonstration is the process in
which a test is conducted to shmw whether or not an item pos-
sesses; satisfactory maintainability characteristics. The specific
approach used can range from limited controlled tests to an ex-
tensIve controlled field test of the product. The test methods
and requirements for the formal maintainability demonstration
should be established in accordance with MIL-STD-471 and in-
troduced in the Request for Proposal (RFP). The SOW should
specify details concerning the required nature, conduct and sub-
stance of the test(s) to be performed.

The Contracting Activity should determine the need, type and
scope of the formal maintainability demonstration test. The deci-
sion should be based on mission requirements, costs of tests,
and type of equipment being developed. A ma~intainability dem-
onstration does not guarantee achievement of the required' main-
tainability requirements. However, it will focus attention -an the
item's marginal performance, particularly when the demonstration
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is structured properly to evaluate the maintainability design fea-
tures. In particular, if fault tolerant system requirements dic-
tate that system operation continue while a redundant system is

tetthis capability. The Contracting Activity should also supply

Infomaton hatis ase onoperational and deployment con-
straints. This provides the basis for definiing realistic test
procedures. As p minimum this information should include the
maintenance philosophy, descriptions of the maintenance environ-
ments, the modes of operation for the test, and the levels of
maintenance to be deonstrated.

For fault tolerant systems, the above stated maintainability tasks
should be coordinated with associated Reliability, Testability, Human
Factors, Logistic Support, and System Safety tasks and analyzes.

2 1.3 Testability/Diagnostic Program Tailoring
Before selecting, tailoring, and integrating testability/diagnostic

tasks Into a C'l system program, the AF program manager should review
the testability program application guidance included in Appendix A of
MIL-STD-2165 and in particular, the System Flow Diagram illustrated in
Figure 1 therein. For convenience, the System Testability Program Flow
Diagram is reproduced as Fig. 2-1 herein. The MIL-STD-2165 task ap-
plication matrix, modified for fault tolerant system developments, is
shown in Table 2-3. Both Fig. 2-1 and Table 2-3 are relevant to most
applications, including systems that incorporate a high degree of fault
tolerance.

The testability design process must take into account both spatial
and temporal considerations for fault detection. In particular, the
failure detection approach selection must be based upon the requirement
for maximum acceptable failure latency. Continuous failure detection
techniques should be used to monitor those functions which are mission
critical and/or affect safety and where protection must be provided
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TABLE 2-3. MIL4TD-2165 Testability Task Appliations Guidance Matrix
for Fault Tolerant Systems.

PROGRM PHASE
TASK TITLE ...-..

CONCEPT D & V FSD PROD
101 TESTABILITY PROGRAM G a NA

PLANNING

102 TESTABILITY REVIEWS G(1) G G S

103 TESTABILITY DATA COLLEC-
TION AND ANALYSIS
PLANNING NA S G G

201 TESTABILITY REQUIREMENTS; G(1) G G NA

202 TESTABILITY PRELIMINARY
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS NA S G S

203 TESTABILITY DETAIL DESIGN
AND ANALYSIS NA S G S

301 TESTABILITY
DEMONSTRATION NA S G S

NOTE: PROGRAM PHASE APPLICABILITY CHANGE FROM TABLE I, APPENDIX A
OF MI L-STD-2165 IS SHOWN WITH

CODE DEFINITIONS

CONCEPT - CONCEPT EXPLORATION S - SELECTIVELY APPLICABLE TO

HIGH RISK ITEMS DURING D&V,

D&V - DEMONSTRATION & VALIDATION OR TO DESIGN CHANGES DURING
PROD.

FSD - FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT
G - GENERALLY APPLICABLE

PROD - PRODUCTION & DEPLOYMENT
NA - NOT APPLICABLE

(1) MIL-STD-1388 IS PRIMARY IMPLEMENTATION DOCUMENT FOR DIAGNOSTIC REQUIREMENTS
TRADEOFFS AND REVIEW AS PART OF LOGiSTICS SUPPORT ANALYSIS DURING CONCEPT
EXPLORATION PHASE.

R87-3537-004(T)

zgainst the propagation of errors through the system. Periodic testing

may be used for mon;toring those functions which provide backup/ standby

capabilities or are not mission critical. On-demand testing is typically

used for monitoring those functions which require operator interaction,

sensor stimulation, etc., or which are not easy, safe, or cost-effective

to initiate automatically. The maximum permitted latency for failure

detection determines the frequency at which diagnostic procedures should

be run and should take into account function criticality, failure rate,

possible wear out factors, and the selected maintenance concept.
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Current C'I systems are capable of achieving high levels of fault
detection coverage by utilizing BIT and manual aided operational tests.

However, the premiser of using the same test for similar elements may lull
managers linto thinking that redundant elements will not add to the comn-

plexity of the equipment's BIT, ATE, or manual fault detection/isolation
techniques. Unless potential problem areas are cited well in advance and

excellent fault tolerant techniques are included, it might become impossi-
ble to meet stringent fault detection coverage demands. Examples of such
problem areas are given in para. 4.2.1 of this document. Testability

tasks that require additional emphasis and tailoring in both the SOW and
associated CDRLs for fault tolerant system developments are discussed in
the paragraphs that follow. In addition, a number of other testability
tasks which are implemented in the same way for both fault tolerant and
non-fault tolerant systems have been included due to their importance in
the formulation of the overall testability program.

*Task 101, Testability Program Planning - Although the proce-
dures for developing and implementing a testability program are

the same for both non-fault tolerant and fault tolerant systems,

the success of the latter is heavily dependent upon inherent

testability features (see para. 4.2.1). Therefore, the imposition

of this task is recommended during the Concept Exploration

phase since it provides management visibility for monitoring,

control and coordination of testability design considerations be-
tween interrelated design and support activities. Submitted at
the beginning of the Demon stration/Val idation phase, the test-
ability program plan should highlight the methodology to be used
in establishing qualitative and quantitative testability require-
ments for the system specification. The plan should also de-
scribe the methodology to be used In allocating quantitative sys-
tem testability requirements down to the subsystem or configura-
tion item level. In order to establish and maintain an effective
testability program, the maintainability manager must form a
close liaison with all design discipl'nes, and must be prepared to
work aggressively with design engineers to ensure a proper bal-
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ance. between performance, cost and supportability. It should be

noted, that the testability program plan may be submitted with

the reliability and maintainability program plans.

9 Task 103, Testability Data Collection and Analysis Planning-
Although much of the actual -collection, subsequent analysis of

da.ta, and resulting corrective actions may occur beyond the end

of the program phase under which the testability design effort is

performed, it is essential that the planning for this task be ini-

tiated in the Full-Scale Development phase, preferably before the

critical design review (CDR). A plan should be developed for

the analysis of production test results and maintenance actions

for fielded systems to determine if BIT hardware and software,

ATE hardware and software, and maintenance documentation meet

the specifications in terms of fault detection, fault resolution,

false indications, fault detection times, and fault isolation times.

Also, all data collection requirements should be defined to meet

the needs of the testability analysis. The data collected should

include a description of relevant operational anomalies and main-

tenance actions. Data collection should be integrated with

similar data collection procedures, such as those for reliability

and maintainability, and Logistic Support Analysis and should be

compatible with specified data systems in use by the military us-

er organization. This task is implemented in the same way for

both fault tolerant and non-fault tolerant systems.

* Task 201, Testability Requirements - Accomplishment of this task

is recommended during the Concept Exploration and the Demon-

stration/Validation phases. The testability requirements for this

task are to establish and identify the risks and uncertainties in-
volved in determining the performance monitoring, BIT, level of
fault tolerance, repair verification, fault detection/ isolation, test
points, and off-line test objectives for both fault tolerant and
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non-fault tolerant systems. Establishing performance require-

ments at the system and subsystem level should include specific

* numeric performance requirements imposed by the procuring

activity such as:
- Maximum allowable time between the occurrence of a failure

condition and the detection of the failure for each mission

function
- Maximum allowable occurrence of system downtime (usually

specified in percent) due to erroneous failure indications

(false alarms)
- Maximum allowable system downtime due to corrective mainte-

nance actions- at the organizational level.

Testability requirements should also include the evaluation and

identification of alternative diagnostic concepts which include

varying degrees of BIT, manual and off-line automatic testing

and diagnostic test points. These will de 'termine the sensitivity

of system readiness parameters to variations in kay testability

parameters which include BIT fault detection, fault isolation and

false alarm rates.

o Task 202, Testability Preliminary Design and Analysis - It is

recommended that this task be performed during the Demonstra-
tion/Validation phase, modified during the Full-Scale Development
phase, and utilized to determine quantitative testability require-
ments that are achievable, affordable, and adequately support
system operation and maintenance. The testability design tech-
niques in this task focus primarily on the compatibility between
the item and its off-line test equipment, the BIT (hardware and
software) provided in the item to detect and isolate faults,. and
the structure of the item in terms of partitioning for enhanced
fault isolation and detection. Testability design techniques,
must be closely coordinated with the fault tolerant designs, and
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should provld6 for the independent testing of redundant circuit-

ry. fault assessment, reconfiguration into degraded modes, and

configuration verification should make maximum use of equipment

redundancy and funictional redundancy to assist in testing. The

testability design techniques in this task will be further refined

and implemented in task 203.

*Task 203, Testability Detail Design and Analysis - Detailed

testability design is an imiportant aspect of the design process

for fault tolerant systems since inherent testability features will

ultimately control hardware redundancies. This task should be

accomplished in the Demon stration/Val idation and Full-Scale De-

velopment phases to incorporate testability design features (in-

cluding BIT) into a system or equipment design which will satis-

fy both testability and overall system fault tolerance require-

ments. This analysis should identify the failures of each compo-

nent and the failures between components which correspond to

the specified failure modes of each equipment to be tested.

00 These failures represent the predicted failure population and are

the basis for test derivation (BIT and off-line test) and test ef-

fectiveness evaluation. A FMEA from task 204 of MIL-STD-470
should be fully utilized as required. The FMEA requirements

may need to be modified or supplemented to provide the level of

detail needed. Analysis should be perform~ed to identify the

inherent levels of BIT fault detection and isolation in the design

of the overall systvm. The false alarm rate for the overall

system should also be determined by analysis. These capabilities

should be compared to the requirements to see if they are

suitable and adequate for the proposed eiesign. System-level

BIT hardware concepts and software architectures should be de-

veloped prior to, or while integrating, the BIT capabilities of
each subsystem/item. The procedures for conducting this task

on fault tolerant systems are the same as those used for

non-fault tolerant systems.
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*Task 301. Testability Demonstration The test methods and re-
quirements, for the testability demonstration tests should be es-
tablished in accordance with MIL-STD-471A (Notice 2). Through
the development of the testability demonstration plan, the items
to be demonstrated under the maintainability demonstration and
the Test Program Set (TPS) demonstration may be coordinated
(e.g., some common faults inserted) so as to provide data on the
correlation of BIT and off-line test results. This can give an
early indication of possible "cannot duplicate" (CND) problems In
the field. The false alarm rate (an important testability parame-
ter) is difficult to measure in the controlled environment of a
demonstration procedure. If the false alarm rate was relatively
high, it would be possible to make use of a reliability demonstra-
tion procedure from MIL-STD-781 to demonstrate the false alarm
rate, treating each false alarm as a relevant failure. I n most
cases, however, the rate will be low and almost impossible to
verify. Analytical techniques must then be employed. The en-
vironmental conditions during the demonstration should (if possi-
ble) be indicative of the expected operational environment in or-
der to expose the equipment to realistic stresses.

Typical methods available to insert faults into the equipment in-
clude disconnecting leads to simulate opens, grounding pins to
simulate shorts, inserting known faulty parts, removing circuit
cards or wires, and by replacing a good part, circuit, or assem-
bly with an identical item known to possess a particular type
failure. The appropriate mix of these or other fault insertion
techniques to be used in a testability demonstration depends upon
the specific design.

Even with a reasonably large sample of inserted faults, a demon-
stration can yield only limited data on actual test effectiveness.
However, a demonstration is also useful in validating some of the
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assumptions and models used during the earlier testability analy-

sis and prediction efforts (task 203) which may have been based
upon a much larger fault set. If certain assumptions or models
are invalidated by the demonstration, appropriate portions of
task 203 should be repeated and new predictions should be
made.

For fault tolerant systems, it is recommended that the scope of

the testability demonstration be expanded or integrated with a
fault tolerance verification test. The purpose of th. test is to
evaluate and demonstrate how well the system fault tolerant

design meets requirements with respect to fault protection cover-
age, fault recovery time, fault types to be tolerated, maximum
allowable missing data, maximum allowable corruption of data and

false alarm constraints. rhe CDRL for the testability/fault tol-
erance demonstration plan should require identification of the
analysis, simulation and testing procedures required to develop
objective evaluation and acceptance criteria for the systems test-
ability and fault tolerant design features.

For fault tolerant systems, the above Testability tasks should be

coordinated with associated Reliability, Maintainability, Logistic Support,
and System Safety tasks and analyses.

2.1.4 Software Program Tailoring
Software is a major system development driving element. Because

of the importance of software in successfully attaining system perform-
ance, fault detection, fault isolation and reconf iguration, the systems

manager must plan, organize, and control the software project. Al-
though software program tailoring is implemented the same way for a
fault tolorant system as for any other system, this section has been in-
cluded due to the importance of software in the system life cycle. DoD-
STD-2167 contains requirements for the development of mission -critical
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computer system software. It. establishes a uniform software. development
process. which is applicable throughout the system life cycle. It incor-
poret~s practlces-which have been demonstrated to be cost-effective from
6 life cycle perspective, based on information- gathered by the DoD and
industry. Essential software development process activities that must be
considered include the following:

* Project organization and planning with special emphasis on the
Software Development Plan

* Resource estimation and allocation including cost, schedule, and
staff

e Required document preparation and delivery
* P'roject monitoring and control
* Independent review and assessment of design
e Test and certification.

2.1.4.1 Management Organization and Planning Considerations - The key
to successful software management is a clear understanding of the scope
of the project and early emphasis directed at clarifying the require-
ments, the deliverables, and the organizational framew-r-k. Proper at-
tention to these areas will ensure the system manager controls the salient
elements that affect project planning. Critical questions the manager
must - Aress include:

9 What functions must the system perform?
* With what other systems will this system interact?
* What documents, programs and files are specified as deliverable

products?
* What criteria will be used to judge the acceptability of the final

product?
* Whai the procedure for incorporating requirements changes

tha' affect the scope of the work?
9 Who are key contact people from the customer, developer, and

support groups?
o Do dit -nt groups understand their areas of project respon-

sibility i
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"a Where will the development work be done?
* Which development computers will be used?

U
2.1.4.2 The Software Development/Management Plan - The software

development/management plan provides a disciplined approach to organiz-

ing and managing the software project. A successful plan provides a

structured checklist of important questions, consistent documentation for

project organization, a baseline reference with which to compare actual

project performance and experiences, and a detailed explanation of the

management approach to be used.

By completing the plan early in the program, the manager becomes

familiar with the essential steps for organizing the development effort,

e.g., estimating resources, establishing schedules, assembling a staff,

and setting wjilestones.

2.1.4.3 Resource Estimation and Allocation - Two of the most critical

resources are development staff and time. The software manager is con-

cerned with how much time will be required to complete the project and

what staffing level will be necessary over the development cycle.

Table 2-4 is provided to give insight into a typical distribution of

schedule and personnel effort in generic terms.

TABLE 2-4. Typlicl DItOlbution of Softweo Development Sehedule &
PeroMnnel EffOrt By Phase.

PEFCEINT OF PERCEN
PHASE T1M SCHEDULE OF EIFORT

Requirements Analysi 5 6
Prellmlnary Design 10 5
Detailed Deelgn 15 116
Imomm~imlon 40 46
Systemn iibetng 20 21)
Acceplaice ibTong 10 5

100 100
R$7-35S7-005(T)
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2.1.4.4 Required Document Preparation and Deliveary -Documents and
deliverables provide an ongoing system description and serve as key in-
dicators of progress. They are a major concern of software managers
beicause they mark the transitions between, life-cycle phases. Table 2-5
contains a list of DoD-STD-2167 documents and -deliverables thiat are of
specific Interest to the software manager. With th. exception of the
Software Requirements document, all documents/deliverable identified as
requiring management emphasis are also listed in DoD-STD-2167 as being
the primary responsibility of management. The Software Requirements
Specification warrants management emphasis since more than half of all
software errors that occur are traceable back to a misstatement of soft-
ware requirements.

TABLE 2-5. 0*041D.2167 oaftwore Docmamenaton Rqalkemmen Matilx.
SOFTWARE

TASK PRINAIRY MANAGEMENT
DOCUMENT ~RESPONSIBILITY EPAI

Syaen ~seg entScficwaion ENGIR)
software Development Plan* MGT
Softvare Configuration Management Plan MGT V
Softowers Quaslity Evaluation Plan MGT ~
Software Requirements Specification * ENOER)
interfaceRequiremets pecificsatin ENG(R)
software Stendlard ew and Prc res Manuel MGT
Softoware Top Level Deshin Documnent ENGID)
Software Detailed Design Document * ENO CD)
Interface Deign Document ENG ID)
Database Onion' Document ENG ID)
software Product Specificetion* ENG 40)
Version Deecription Docuen ENG ID)
Software Tat Plan* MGT
Softwere Teet Description* ENGMl
Softwers Tat Procedure ENGIT)
Software Test Report* ENGMT
Computer System Operator's Manuel SUP
Softwere Users Manual SUP
Computer System Diagnostic Manual SUP
software Pronomeem s Meanua SUP
Firmwoare Support Manual SUP
Opetonle Concept Document *ENG
Computer Resources interste SupportDoccument * MGT
Configuration Management Plan MGT
Engineering Chang Prooa ClDM
Speclfication Change Notice *ClDM

LEGEND:
ENG CR) Engineering Requirements MGT Mi~anagemet
ENQID) Engineering Desion ClDM Configuration Deta Mwnagament
ENGW) Engineering Test sup Supplimr of #we Computer Systemn
PW4011401 * Document Usually Required
Pt@7-35374ooe(T)
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2.1.4.5 Project Monitoring end Controlling Tools - A tool In the soft-
ware environment is any instemerit that supports the software produc-

tion effort. For example, the software development/management plan,

the cost estimation procedure, and the project notebook can be classified
as management tools. As a minimum these tools can be utilized for soft-

ware configuration management, project cost control and a project his-
tories data base.

2.1.4.6 Independent Review and Assessment of Design - In the current

era of software intensive weapon systems, success of the system requires

proper operation of both hardware and software. Discovering errors

early in the software life cycle yields a substantial cost savings. Soft-

ware errors uncovered during the design phase are 5 to 10 times less
costly to correct than errors discovered during unit and integration test-

.ng. The processes utilized to design and build high reliability software
are analogous hu many ways to hardware techniques. Areas of comnonali-
ty include using skilled senior personnel In high risk, critical areas,
In-depth design reviews; by independent personnel, and extensive test-

ing. it should be noted that Software Quality Assurance activities pro-

vide an auditing function (similar to Hardware Quality Assurance) and is

not a substitute for an independent design review.

2.1.4.7 Testing and Certification - Both testing and certification arc
methods used to ensure quality io the delivered software. Testing iden-

tifies defects so the software can be revised before it is released. Cer-

tification subjects the product and process to independent inspection and

evaluation. Certification is a statement that some requirement has been

met by the product or process.

2.1.4.8 Software Development Guidelines for Testability - The software

which makes a design fault tolerant (error processing routines, confi-
dence tests, error detection/correction techniques, etc.) may be con-

tained in the operational and/or BIT software. Guidelines for the pre-

liminary design and analysis of software B!T can be found in the Testa-
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bility Program Application Guidance of MIL-STD-2165, Appendix A, pare.

50.6.7. In addition, memory sizing approximations for error-correcting

techniques or reconfiguration strategies, should include memory require-

ments for subroutines dealing with equipment and personnel safety (opera-

tor alert and instruction) in the event of certain failure modes. A list

of these failure modes may be acquired from the FMEA effort and are very

helpful in pointing out critically important areas of BIT diagnostic

routines.

2.2 PROGRAM PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

Unless specifically noted, the checklist questions apply bnth to AF

and contractor program managers. These questions are particularly ap-

plicable at the SRR, PDR and CDR to supplement the RIM evaluation

criteria listed in MIL-STD-1521, Technical Reviews and Audits for Sys-

term, Euilpment and Computer Software. Questions primarily addressed

to the Procuring Activity are followed by a (PA). Those addressed to

integrating or prime contractors are followed by a (C).

a. Has applicable R/M/T program tailoring and application guidance

(see pare. 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3) been Incorporated in the SOW

requirements for a fault tolerant system development program?

(PA)

b. Have the levels of analysis and schedule for reliability, main-

tainability, testability, safety and logistics tasks been consis-

tently specified, coordinated and integrated?

c. Does the requirement to develop mission reliability models for

highly fault tolerant systems include a listing of existing compu-

terized models that are suitable to this analysis? (PA)

d. Has a requirement for the identification of the level at which

faults can and cannot be tolerated been specified?

e. Has software project planning been accomplished?

f. Are the bidder's software development plans realistic in terms of

the size of development staff and schedule? (PA)
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g. Are project history data bases available to aslet managers In
assessing performance and recognizing problems?

h. Has consideration been given to Independent review and assess-

ment of high risk critical design areas?

I. Do the bidder's plans reflect adequate resources allocated to soft-

ware testing? (PA)

NOTE: Primary Responsibility Codes - (PA) a Procuring Activity

(C) : Prime Contractor L

All others: Both

2.3 SPECIFICATION OF FAULT TOLERANCE AND R/M/T REQUIRE-

MENTS
Program managers must ensure that specification requirements for

fault tolerance are developed as soon as practicable, preferably during

the Concept Exploration phase. The requirements should be further de-

veloped and refined during the Demonstration/Validation and FSED

phases to ensure that production hardware will contain the R/M/T attri-

butes necessary for the C3 1 application. Quantitative requirements

should be used in conjunction with specific R/M/T design requirements
to provide the necessary control in the system design process. Before
establishing R/M/T design specification requirements for fault tolerance,

the following factors must be considered:

"e System availability

"e Functional criticality

"e Acceptable degraded modes of operation

"e Inherent reliability of lowest level of functionally redundant ele-

ments

"e Diagnostic capability commensurate with reconfiguration control
"* Testability of the function

"e Maintenance concept employed

"e System level quantitative R/M/T requirements.
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Specific examples highlighting the interrelationship of these R/t/T fac-

tors with fault tolerace ame contained- & Section..

2.3.1 System Quantitative R/M/T Requirements
Therem art two approaches to ettabtthll1g qualitative and quant'ta-

tive fault tolerance requirements. The first approach (the classical

top-down) involves first establishing missibn requirements and then

deriving fault tolerance requirements as a function of the mission, resto-

ration, and testability design characteristics. This approach is appro-

priate for AF program managers who define requirements. The second
approach defines the lowest level of functional element (bottom-up ap- 4

proach) and then establishes fault tolerance requirements in relationship

to the criticality of each system function. These subsystem and lower
level requirements must satisfy overall allocations of system level fault

tolerance requirements. This latter approach is employed by contractors

when the selected design of a fault tolerant C31 system involves exten-

sive use of off-the-shelf equipment.

A major concern of both approaches is to achieve high system readi-

ness (i.e., availability). Quantitative top-level fault tolerance require-

ments should be derived from parametric sensitivity analyses and trade-

offs to optimize system readiness. The process of establishing and later

refir.ing these top-level fault tolerance requirements during the design

process is outlined in para. 5.1.

The subsections that follow contain specific recommendations useful

in developing R/M/T specification requirements for fault tolerant

systems. In addition, AF program managers should consider the

following general guidelines when derivir~g R/M/T system specification

requirements:

"e Is the requirement overspecified? (Leading to higher develop-

ment, test and production costs)

"e Is the wording of the requirements subject to misinterpretation?

"e Is the requirement necessary, or is it included merely because of

previous usage?
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o Can ccqjpliance with the requirement be verifiled?

o Have adequate design margins (tolerance) been allowed?

* Has tailoring been considered for all referenced standards?

The exact method of specifying R/M/T depends on the equipment/

system that is being developed and its ultimate application. The custom-

ary language used in system specifications must be supplemented when

specifying the R/M/T of fault tolerant C31 systems. Guidance in speci-

fying R/M/T requirements for these fault tolerant systems is provided in

the following sections.

2.3.1.1 Reliability/Fault Protection Coverage Requirements - Fault toler-

ant systems w11I continue to function in the presence of faults or errors

within the system. These faults and errors may result in no loss, par-

tial loss, or complete loss of system functions. Partial loss of system

functions can result in varying levels of degraded system performance.

During the Concept Exploration and Demonstration/ ValIidation phases,

program managers must consider the permissible level of system perfor-

mance degradation that can be tolerated without compromising mission

success. Based upon these findings, satisfactory system performance

can be defined. This definition of satisfactory system performance is

then included in and keyed to the Reliability Requirements Section of the

CV1 System Specification. If the actual C31 system operating modes are

known during the Concept Exploration and Demon stration/ValIi dat ion

phases, they should be substituted, as applicable, in lieu of system per-

formance levels when defining satisfactory system operation.

The following should be considered by AF program managers in

preparing reliability requirement inputs to fault tolerant C11 system

specifications:

a. Quantitative mission reliability

b. Quantitative maintenance frequency reliability

c. Description of storage, transportation, operation and maintenance

environments
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d. Time measure or mission profile

e. Definition of satisfactory and acceptable degraded system per-

formance

f. Tolerable failure policy (Single-point failure, fail-safe, etc.)

g. Failure independence

h. Critical mission definition.

Items a thru e above are the normally specified reliability inputs to

system, prime-item development and lower-tier development specifications.

Paragraphs 6.2 and 12.3.1 of MIL-HDBK-338 provide guidance and

examples for preparing these reliability specification inputs. Items f

thru h are additional recommended specification inputs for fault tolerant

systems.

Item b, the quantitative maintenance frequency reliability, is speci-
fied in operational/field terms (e.g., Mean-Time-Between-Maintenance-

Action (MTBMA) and Mean-Time-Between-Maintenance-Inherent (MTBMI)

in major system specifications in accordance with Department of Defense

Directive 5000.40, Reliability and Maintainability. Maintenance frequency

reliability may be specified in terms of operational/field and/or contrac-

tual terms (e.g., Mean-Time-Between-Failure (MTBF)) in lower-tier de-

development and equipment specifications. Operational/field requirements
relate to maintenance organization needs f:r field equipment and are

based on the performance of existing systems and a validated degree of
design and technclogy improvement that can be provided at a reasonable

cost. Contractual requirements are based on the inherent design charac-

teristics and are related to the mission needs of the operating organiza-
tion. The terms MTBF and mean-time-to-repair (MTTR) are exclusively

contract terms and are often verified by R&M demonstration tests.

The difference between operational/field and contractual require-

ments is described in DoD Directive 5000.40, Reliability and Miintainabil-

ity, and in Reference 2, and is best illustrated by comparing the param-

eters MTBMA and MTBF. MTBF is calculated using equipment operating
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time and chargeable failures (which exclude e.g., Induced failures, no-
defect actions, and minor corrosion maintenance actions). The MVTBMVA
of the samne equipmen t m ight be calculated using a different time base
(e.g., flight time) and would Include maintenance events such as induced
failures, no defect actions and minor corrective maintenance actions.
The specification of operational/field R&M requirements as being separate
and distinct from contractural requirements is not unique to fault toler-
ant systems. However, program managers of fault tolerant systems are
advised to pay particular attention to this distinction in view of the em-
phasis placed on meeting numerical R&M requirements. In general, AF
program managers should insure the following when specifying mainite-
nance frequency reliability:

"* Operational/field terms to be distinguished from contractual terms
"* Numerical traceability from operational/field terms to contractual

terms
e Consistency established and maintained between operational/field

and contractual requirements.

Item e, the definition of satisfactory and acceptable degraded sys-
tem performance, applies to quantitative mission reliability which may be
expressed in terms of mission -time-between -critical -f aiIu re (MTBCF) or
probability of mission success (R M). In some cases the definition of
system failure may be preferable to specifying the definition of satisfac-
tory performance. Or, depending on the situation, including both de-
finitions may be useful. Program managers should emphasize two objec-
tives in developing a definition of satisfactory and acceptable degraded
system performance. The first objective is to remove any ambiguity from
the interpretation of quantitative reliability requirements and their meth-
od of verification. Secondly, by properly defining an acceptable level of
degraded performance, a design containing unnecessary system complex-
ity may be avoided.
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A clear, unequivocal definition of "failure" must be established for
the equipment or system relative to its important performance parame-
ters. Successful system (or equipment) performance must be defined
and, -expressed in terms which will be measurable during the demonstration
test. Parameter measurements during the demonstration tests usually in-
clude both go/no-go performance attributes and variable performance
characteristics. Since fault tolerant systems are often designed to de-
grade gracefully (see para. 4.1.7), the limits of acceptable performance,
which are usually set at levels below which a mission may be degraded
beyond an acceptable level, should be esjtablished prior to testing.

4 Failure of go/no-go performance attributes such as channel switching,
target acquisition, target classification, etc., are relatively easy to de-
fine and measure to provide a yes/no 'decision boundary. Failure of a
variable performance characteristic, on the other hand, is more difficult
to define in relation to the specific limits beyond which system perfor-
mance is considered unsatisfactory.

Figura 2-2 illustrates the two types of performance characteristics
01 and corresponding success/failure (yes/no) decision bou ndaries that

might be applied to a track radar or to a missile active seeker (guid-
ance) system. In both cases, the success/failure boundary must be de-
termined for each essential system performance characteristic measured in
the demonstration test. They must be defined in clear, unequivocal
terms. This will minimize the chance for subjective interpretation of
failure definition, and post-test rationalization (other than legitimate di-
agnosis) of observed failures.

The criticality of the C*1 system or certain of its functions often
dictates that design requirements be set forth for tolerable failure policy
and failure independence. Therefore, consideration should be given to
specifying fail -saf e/failI-operational design and prohibiting single-point
failures.
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orafault independence requirements may stipulate fault containment
or fultpropagation restrictions to limit both the immediate effects of
fauls an p-isiblb secondary failure effects. When specifying a toler-
ablefaiurepolicy or failure Independence requirements, be sure to in-
clud theequipment level to which the requirement applies. For exam-

pie, if redur.iant subsystems were used, faults would be tolerated at the
subsystem level. The system level is above that at which the faults
would be tolerated while the assembly or card level would be below that
at which faults would be tolerated.

C*I systems may contain many operating modes and functions some
of which are used in peacetime and some in wartime. In such cases, it
ib. recommended that a critical mission capability (that is tied to an es-
sential mission performance level) be defined. This definition could then
be related to quantitative reliability and availability requirements and
their respective demonstration s/verif ication s.

Figure 2-3 provides two examples of the reliability specification of
fault tolerant C*I systems. The first example is of a VI1 data fusion
system made up of existing off-the-shelf computers and other equipment.
The second is a fault tolerant flight control computer used on a V31
platform.

2.3.1.2 Fault Protection Coverage - Fault protection coverage is a con-
cept that can be stated in both quantitative and qualitative terms. The
quantitative statement is used most often in reliability modeling of re-
configurable or redundant systems. The output of these reliability mod-
els, the probability of system success, has been found to be quite sensi-
tive to the fault protection coverage parameter. In its quantitative
sense, fault protection coverage Is the conditional probability that the
system successfully recovers when a specific type of failure has occur-
red. What constitutes proper recovery is a direct function of the in-
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EXAMPL3 1: C31 DATA FUSION SYSTEM

PAIL &APE DESIGN - The XYZ sysemn shall not have say single point failures In the oritical patit (Le., the

continued data flow.

TA/a 1#an exotple of.a tolera"l &Njwe pWAW *AA* to Messtmk. Also Inlue ka refor.
an to & Wdoe Paoh ~ all01 au~ moae I N I m'tbla Aausleonul Nwudmass

MISSION RELIABILITY - The mlesdan kn@4.: woo-. Iloof...ure IMTBCF) shllbe evelneethenxxw hours
wheni 3poerd udr the erwironmentel conditions specified herein. The design of the XYZ sye Vtam shall result
In a poedned MTICF equal to or exceeding twice In a n,v/ef~huWn the apoeffle MT9CP. A criticel feliure Ie
defined as any failure In which a critical mineion capablity Is not reetored In lees then yyy miilliseconds.

TA/a k an @may**e of apecif vie MTW" tether tan jarobabllfy of mlsakn amoss IR *. In 841000n,
the "Iftion crfthefllt k such that a maiexmum these ki spoed tod , attoe (v Iredundenw or altenssfa
opoerat ~prooedeaeJ the ar1ke mnion =pWMllty

MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY RELIABILITY - The meen time between (correct ve) maintenance (MTBM)
actlons. a defined In AFR BD-18 of the XYZ eyetn, shallbe no euthemxhours. The design ofthe XYZ
evetemi shall reeuit in e pfedktd MTBM equal to or e-eeIng twice the *oecfied MTBM.

TA/a ki an example of spoe/ffyiry an oponational or field rislWab//tv Pametwer at measured by theA F
66-1 bIhtnewaw 116sailamant System. Va rI/mt/on or dmonstration of tWs req uire ment normally
rnaedd be acoomp/ikhod usnhg fiecldata dturfr IANta dep/ermant. Another approach could be to
spsc/iy a nfttklmw acceptable system NMTF vrifled by.a MIL-STD-781 detonstation twam

INDEPENDENCE OF FAILURE - The XYZ eystem shal be designed such that a unit level failure can not
Induace any other failure.

CRITICAL MISSION CAPABILITY - Critical minion capability Is that level of performance which shall allow
the XYZ systemn to perform its mission of supporting the required communications and Information flow with-
out degradation. The following XYZ functions shall be operating In order for the system to meet critical minion
capability...

This ki an examrple of a complex system whorinh ft ki necessry to tie the quantltive ml/sian relIab~lity
tauens, to an mat/alda minion Peformasnce lvl

EXAMPLE 2: FAULT TOLERANT AIRBORNE AVIONICS SYSTEM

RELIABILITY - The XYZ systemn shall have a predicted reliability (as specifiled below) based on analysis In
accordance with MIL-HDBK.217. This Includes all components of redundant circuits employed to achieve fault
tolerance. The predicted reliability under the temperature and altitude conditions specifiled heroin for continu-
ouis operation, shall be not leow than:

a. Mean Time Between Failures IMTSF) -xxx hours fincludes failuree In redundant circuits)
b. Minion Time Between Critical Failures (MTBCF) - jyp hours (Systemn FaII.Operational capability main-

tained) (see Level of Fault Tolerance below)

NOTE: When a malfunction Is detected, It Is assumed that maintenance to restore full fault tolerance
capability occurs after each mission or the first available time.

MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY RELIABILITY - The mean time between corrective maintenance action of the
XYZ system shall be no lees than zzz flight hours.

R8773537.029(1/2)XT)

Figure 2-3. Examples of Reliability Specification of Fimuft Tolerant Systents. IShnat I of 2)
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INDEPENRINCI 2FALRE -The XYZ Woste "I be desligned mjh that at the ABC (e04. sublYstemn,

AAw. TLHnLIAtdE u5IJlIM Um- The XYZ avetem dheal pign ec 0f~adewist perforat W o
ebn - - me of work, and n asdmin e iwS'fthe followhins riterle.

LEVEL oF Mu. T TLERANC - This espbilty shall pecfy h systsem for subisytemn, by function) re,.

tion.detecte by any means, In which the XYZ system does not meet specification requieument durinc opera.
aio. P- bftw aple wdiflonir d*M aun e:annltdbf

ne moth 2x specified accuracy.'
b. Fall-Operational: XYZ system output deta continues uninterrupted - status change anwnuisted - trans-

slent disturbances do not es.caad 2x specified accouracles.

The response of the FaiI.Operational system to each subsequent feul In a seqluence shall result In no tser than
the following system Mitm (provided by redundency or a deopdeA operating mode):

PAUL TPROTECTION COVERAGE - At the "FAlL41AFE leve, the effectivenwes bfthe XYZ sytem shall
not be lest then fVVI percent for a two-hour sortie.

EFFECTIv4ENEss OPFAULT TOERANCE -A .ellureMode endEffectsAnalysisFMEA) shallbe pe-
formed to determine the effectienmess of the fault tolerant desdgn. Component end functional area failure
probabilities shall be celculated for the XYZ system's MT11F and MTdCF.

R87-3537.029(2/2)(T)

Figure 243. Exemples of Reliability Speulflmtion of Fault Tolerant Systems. (Seet 2 of 2)

tended criticality of the applic~ation. It may mean merely establishing a
workable hardware system configuration (such as communications switch-
ing processors), it may require that data flow not be interrupted (such
as a satellite attitude control system computer), or it may mean error free
processing (no erroneous results are output from the processing element).
The formulation of the probability of recovery, i.e., establishing a work-
able system configuration, can be illustrated if one considers the case of
a communications system containing a number of active and standby spare
processors. If one active processor fails, the probability of recovery
would be equal to the joint probability of correct fault detection and
correct fault isolation, 'and the switching over te a backup spare proces-
sor and that the backup spare successfulI/ restores operation (e.g.,
boots, loads from memory and resumes process).

A second, more limited quantitative definition of fault protection
coverage relates to the probability of detecting any fault. The value of
fault protection coverage can be determined by using the average of the
coverages for all possible classes of failures weighted by the probability
of occurrence of each fault class.
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A third, more limited, quantitative definition of fault protection

coverage is the probability that a particular class of fault Is successfully

detected before a complete system failure occurs. Fault classes include

the following: latent, permanent, transient, intermittent, catastrophic,

common cause, design, and single point.

The qualitative meaning of fault protection coverage specifies the

types of errors against which a particular redundancy scheme guards.

For example, the coverage of Hamming single-error-correcting, double-

error-detecting code is the correction of all single-bit errors in a code

word, and the detectfon of all double bit errors and some multiple bit

errors.

The specification of fault protection coverage can take many forms

starting with the top level system specification and working down to low-

er level specifications. The top level system specifications usually speci-

fy fault protection coverage as follows:

"FAULT PROTECTION COVERAGE - All fault classes for the XYZ

system shall be covered except for the following (e.g.):

1. Generic faults which affect all processor channels In an

Identical manner

2. Multiple faults, i.e., faults which affect multiple proces-

sor channels simultaneously

3. Faults which occur during reconfiguration."

In addition to, or in lieu of, the qualitative form of specificing fault

protection coverage, lower level prime item development/equipment speci-

fications may include a quantitative requirement for fault protection cov-

erage by taking the form:

"#FAULT PROTECTION COVERAGE - The fault protection coverage

(FPC) of the XYZ subsystem shall not be less than xxx percent.

Fault protection coverage Is the combination of the Independent

probabilities of Fault Detection (FD), Fault Isolation (FI), and Fault

Recovery (FR) for all possible faults of the system."
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2.3.1.3 Maintainablity/Testability Requirements - An excellent guide to

these reruirements is provided in Appendix A, para. 40.1.1 of MIL-STD-

470A, Iaintainabillty Program for Systems and Equipment particularly

those that pertain to identifying and quantifying maintainability needs.
t This data is a recommended reference guide before undertaking this

task. AMI operational and deployment constraints, listed in para.

40.1.1.2 of MIL-STD-470A as fundamental to the user's needs, are of

particular importance to a manager wrestling with redundancy versus

corrective maintenance tradeoffs.

Another excellent guide is provided in Appendix A, paras. 50.5.6

and 50.5.7 of MIL-STD-2165, Testability Program for Electronic Systems

and Equipment. These guidelines pertain to testability requirements

which must be considered for inclusion in a system specification. Figure

5 of that Appendix A is shown here as Fig. 2-4 and lists 13 model require-

ments (a thru m) for system testability. Two additional recommended

model requirements (n) and (o) are also listed in Fig. 2-4. In certain

C3 1 system applications a manual error recovery requirement (n) may be

a necessary addition to automatic error recovery (model requirement (I)).

Manual error recovery should make maximum utilization of the hardware

and software implemented for requirement (a), status monitoring, to alert

an operator or crew member to execute an error recovery action. Typical

operator actions may include manually switching to a backup operating

mode, correcting the error by replacing an easy access, plug-in module,

or by temporarily continuing system operation in a degraded operating

mode. Air Force and contractor program managers of fault tolerant system

development efforts should consider the following guidance app!icable to

two (I and m) of these model requirements.

Automatic error recovery methods such as reconfiguration, error

correction code, checkpoint rollback, redundant message sending, and/or

retry may be incorporated in fault tolerant designs. It is important that

wherever possible, the specified requirement for automatic error recov-

ery (I) be coordinated with and make use of the planned hardware and
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LX.X Diii foar testabwltz

a. Requirement for status monltoring.

L Definition of failure modes, including interconnection
failures, specified to be the basis for test design.

a. Requirement for failure coverage (46 detection) using
full test resimuce.

4. Requirement for failure coverege using BIT.

s. Requirement for failure coverage using only the
monitoring of operational signals by BIT.

f. Requirement for maximum failure latency for BIT.

g. Requirement for maximum acceptable BIT false alarm
rate; definition of false alarm.

BIT. Requirement for fault Isolation to a replaceable item
using BIT. 4

L Requirement for fault Isolation times.

J. Restrictions on BIT resources in terms of hardware size,
weight and power, memory size and test time.

k. Requirement for BIT hardware reliability.

L Requirement for automatic error recovery.

m. Requirement for fault detection consistency between
hardware levels and maintenance levels.

*n. Requirement for manual err,- -recovery.

*o. Requirement for the identification of the level for which

faults can and cannot be t tolerated.

*Additional recommended requirements which are not presently Included in
MIL-STD-2165.

F7T-5374UT)

Figure 2-4. Model Requirements for Testability in a System 8peciflation.
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software intended to fulfill requirements (d), (a) and (h). The speci-

fication of automatic fault recovery methods should Include the following
as applicable:

* Identification of the fault classes (see par*. 243.11.2) to which
the particular recovery methods apply

0 Specific maximum allowable recovery time.
Requirement (in), for fault detection consistency between hardware sizing
and partitionting levels vs. maintenance replacement levels, should be
spec~ified in conjunction with, requirement (h), the requirement for fault
isolation to a replaceable item using BIT. This recommended practice
will aid the BIT designer in a clearer understanding of the replaceable
unit assembly level to which he should be isolating (e.g., subsystem,
LRU, SRU, component, etc.). This will avoid duplication of efforts be-
tween the BIT and ATE programs.

Table 2-6 presents a typical format covering numerical requirements
(a), (c), Md, (e), (9), (h and (i) of Fig. 2-4 as well as many other
testability and maintainability parameters of Interest. This Notational
Diagnostic Performance Specification is recommended in Reference 3 to be
a deliverable item after both the Demon st ration /ValIidation phase and the
Full-Scale Development phase. By accurately quantifying all the listed
parameters of this specification, a meaningful assessment can be made of
a fault tolerant Cal system's testability and maintainability.

2.3.2 Verification
All contractual R/M/T requirements must have a contractually speci- I

fied method of verifying compliance. There are several measures which
quantify the numerical R/M/T requirements in both contractual and oper-
ational terms. These must be distinguished from each other in docu-
menting the requirements and the associated verification method.

Contractual specifications must delineate the analysis methods and
demonstration tests that must be performed to verify that the specified
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requirement has been met. For demonstration tests, the specification

should define the following:

a. How will the equipment/system be tested?

Test conditions, environmental conditions, test measures,

length of test, equipment operating conditions, accept/re-

ject criteria, test reporting requirements, etc.

b. Who will actually perform the tests?

Contractor, Government, or independent organization

c. When will the tests be performed?

Development, production, or field operation phases

d. Where will the tests be performed?

Contractor's plant, Government organization, or field.
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The planned R9M growth of the system, If any, must also be con-
sidered and related to the schedule for the demonstrations. If analysis4
shows meaningful R&M growth between the scheduled demonstration pert-
ods and system maturity, consideration should be given to specifying
these initial quantitative R&M requirements In the System Specification.,
It may be necessary to conduct several time-phased system level R&M
demonstrations at major program milestones of a C* I system development
effort. If meaningful R&M growth is expected during this period, the
AF program manager should consider specifying numorical R&M require--
ments as part of R&M growth curves. These R&M growth curves should
be incorporated in the requirements section of the System Specification.

Fault detection/ isolation, reconfigurability and self-healing perfor-
mance as well as the maintainability/repair philosophy should be validated
as early in the development as possible in order to demonstrate fault
protection coverage. Traditionally, this has been accomplished at the
end of the Full-Scale Development phase, which promotes a reluctance
to rectify problems because both the contractor and the procuring
agency are anxious to begin production and get the product into ser-
vice. Thus, problems such as excessive false alarms, too many "cannot
be duplicated" and "iretest ok's", etc. are not properly resolved. Pro-
gram managers should attempt to avoid such problems by validating high
risk areas early in the development phase where corrective actions have
minor impact on cost or schedule.

Exhaustive simulation and testing should be accomplished on rep-
resentative high risk hardware elements as early as possible in the de-
velopment cycle. It is important to cull out design deficiencies in a
planned approach so that modifications and changes in test strategies can

* be implemented while the design is still in its infancy. To this end, AF
program managers should require the contractor to document the planned
approach for evaluating and demonstrating how well a fault tolerant de-
sign meets Its specified fault tolerance goals and requirements. This is
accomplished by including a requirement In the Cal1 system SOW for such
tests to be identified and described In the System Test Plan, Qualifica-
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tion Test Plans, EngineerlnU Development Test Plans, Testability Demon-

stration Plan, and Reliability Development/Growth Test Plans, as applica-

ble.

Provisions should be made for a maturation plan for activities as

each program phase progresses. The plan should provide for:

"* Comparative analysis between test methodologies and Maintainabil-

ity/Diagnostic philosophies of the proposed system and similar

systems already fielded

"* A means to improve the proposed system by utilizing lessons

learned and deficiencies of prior generation systems

"* A schedule of the demonstration/validation milestones and re-
sources required to perform these maturation activities (e.g.,

prime hardware, laboratory facilities, etc.)

"* Establishment of a testability and maintainability performance da-

ta collection system

"* Evaluation of false alarms and false removals in the system's ac-
tual or simulated environmental profile conditions

"* Evaluation of diagnostic support equipment

"0 Testability and maintainability maturation profiles should include

periodic summaries of performance throughout the development

cycle as well as the results of the verifications.

2.3.3 Warranties

The inclusion of reliability improvement warranties (RIW) in re-
quests for proposals and production procurement contracts will be a ma-

jor contributor to the success of complex fault tolerant military hardware

programs. Initially, these warr I es provide, prior to contract award,

a realistic basis for evaluati the reliability of the equipment proposed

by the seller. The proc ures for implementing RIWs on fault tolerantres

designs are similar to ose used for non-fault tolerant system procure-

mentz,. However, / . seller's response to, and especially the pricing of

the warranty fo fault tolerant system, will be a direct measure of the

seller's assess ent of, and confidence in, the ability of the equipment to
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re meet the stringent R&M requirements imposed on fault tolerant systems.

Later, the RIW will provide the procuring activity with no-cost engineer-

ing change proposals (ECPs) which will improve reliability and provide

higher system availability and operational readiness.

It may seem incongruous to include RIW requirements in the pro-

curement contracts for fault tolerant systems considering the total high

reliability of such systems. But it must be realized that the components

of the system have finite reliabilities and will at times fail. Therefore,

it is mandatory in the deployment of fault tolerant systems that those

components be repaired or replaced very rapidly.

To accomplish this, a fundamental design feature of fault tolerant

systems should include extensive internal monitoring and self-testing of

each major component of the system during operation. In systems that

perform a critical function, these self-tests are performed prior to ini-

tiating that function. If a failure is detected, the function is not initi-

40 ated and possibly the mission aborted or vital data lost. In either case

the detected faults are recorded for display to the line maintenance

crew. Because of the national security considerations attendant to C31

systems, every effort must be made to eliminate unreliable systems com-

ponents which could reduce operational readiness an~d cause excessive

system downtime. For these reasons, AF program managers should con-

sider including RIW requirements in requests for proposals and produc-

tion contracts for fault tolerant systems. Typical parameters warrantied

include MTBF and BIT false alarm rates.

Competitive bid reliability incentive and warranty programs motivate

contractors to provide equiprn-nts with the highest practical reliability

and operational readiness. These incentive and warranty programs focus

on the contractor's essential tasks and responsibilities and the Govern-

ments major concerns viz., equipment reliability and operational readi-

ness. Further background and details of reliability warranties are

provided in the Fault Tolerant Design Implement at/on Ouide.
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2.4 SPECIFICATION CHECKLIST QUESTIONS
The following questions are inhddt ensure that program man-

ag~rs incorporate appropriate fault tolerance requirements Into system
specification documentation.

a. What are' the overall contractual reliability, maintainability and
availability requirements? How do fault tolerance requirements
impact the overall reliability, maintainability, and availability re-
quirementi?

b. Has the definition of satisfactory system performance or system
failure been specified? (PA)

c. Have the maximum off-line or reconfiguration time(s) been speci-
fied or included In the definition of satisfactory performance?
(PA)

d. Has the maximum allowable missing data been specified?
e. Has the maximum allowable contamination or corruption of exist-

ing data been specified?
f. Have the allowable fault propagation requirements been specified?
g. What is the tolerable failure policy? (single-point, fail-safe, etc.)

(PA)
h. Have the fault classes to be tolerated been specified? (C)
i. What is the level of fault protection coverage required for the

system? (C)
j. Have the false alarm constraints been specified?
k. Will the fault tolerance policies and methodologies be among the

vital functions of the program to be evaluated and verified?
I. How will the fault protection mechanisms be demonstrated or vali-

dated?
m. Under what environmental conditions must the system be oper-

ated and maintained? The more difficult the environment for
both operating and replacing of an item, the more cost-effective
redundancy becomes.

n. How critical is it that the proposed system survive the effects of
natural and weapons enhanced radiation environments? (PA)
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o. What is the maximum allowable Mean Time to Restore the system?
As this time becomes shorter, the greater the need to require
redundancy, particularly on those items within the system which
have larger Mean Time to Repair figures.

p. What similar systems already developed can be studied to extract
some of the specifications required and cite areas for improve-
ment? (PA)

q. What functions in the system involve the most risk to mission
success if they were to fail? The greater the risk, the greater
the demand for redundancy. (C)

r. Has a requirement for manual error recovery been properly
specified if this technique is to be used?

s. Has the level at which faults can and cannot be tolerated been
specified? (PA)

t. Has consideration been given to including an RIW requirement in

the RFP for the production phase contract? (PA)
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3 -RELATIONSHIP OF Cal FAULT. TOLERANCE TO MISSION AND SAFETY

CRITICALITY

Fault tolerance requirements for C31 systems are established to as-
sure the availability of critical mission functions and to avoid" potential
safety 'hazards. This section describes the methodology used to identify
mission and safety critical functions of complex systems and establish
their fault tolerance requirements. Presented herein are several exam-
pies of fault tolerant design approaches used in C3 1 systems. These
examples illustrate areas where fault tolerant designs may be used and
where the mission operational benefits can be derived.

3.1 FORMULATION OF C3 I FAULT TOLERANCE REQUIREMENTS
The deterrence of nuclear conflict, control of forces and employment

of weapons all strongly depend on V31. Because of this dependence and
its importance, C31 systems must be designed to be fault tolerant in or-
der to become survivable and available. The level of fault tolerance de-
pends upon the operational mission, its relationship to national security
and the system availability and safety requirements. Fault tolerance
must be judiciously implemented to avoid unnecessary program costs and
logistic support requirements for spares and maintenance personnel.

Fault tolerance requirements are normally established by the con-
tractor in compliance with the system specification and are used by de-
signers to develop subsystem configurations. Ultimate AF design control
of this process is exercised by approval of the design concept at PDR
and the design details at CDR.
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Figure 3-1 illustrates how the mission and safety-critical fault toler-

ance requirements are established. For the mission-related require-

neents, the various functions of the WI1 system under consideration are

identified and the consequences of the loss or degradation of each func-

tion assessed. This evaluation considers the effect on the C11 systems

capability and on the overall Cal community, i.e., its impact on National

security, thereby permitting the establishment of functional criticality

prioritization and the cost effective application of fault tolerance require-

ments.

It is essential that AF program managers assure themselves that the
contractor's methodology and criticality assessment of mission functions

are correct, since this assessment forms the basis for major program ex-

penditures in manpower, equipment, testing, and future logistic re-
sources.

The criticality of a V31 function is driven by its application. For
0 example, the ability to guide weapons has the highest functional critical-

ity of an airborne surveillance radar system. However1 , it is far less

functionally critical to the national security when this functional capa-

bility is compared to the strategic missile detection capability of an

infrared (IR) sensor system aboard a space surveillance system satellite.

By establishing a hierarchy of criticality among C11 functions, each sys-

tem function can be ranked in terms of its overall VI1 military impor-

tance.

Applying this rationale, an IR sensor satellite designed to provide

early warning detection of hostile strategic missile launches requires
higher levels of fault tolerance than a satellite designed to provide

meteorological information for use in guiding troop movements. The cost

of restoration or repair can influence functional criticality, assuming that
the function loss or system downtime can be tolerated. It may be more
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T CRITICALITY ASSESSMENT OF MISSION FUNCTIONS

C31 MISSION EFFECT OF LOSS IMPACT ON FUNCTIONAL

FUNCTIONS OF FUNCTION NATIONAL SECURITY CRITICALITY
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Figure 3-1. Identification of Mission & Safety Critical

Fault Tolerance Requirements.
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cost-effective to add an additional layer of redundancy to a potentially

weak link in a satellite (e.g., battery, sensor, etc.) than to run the
risk of the satellite's premature failure.

The safety related fault tolerance requirements are established

based upon analysis of the system's potential hazards. These conditions

can be determined by identifying all hazardous materials, the systems

anticipated operational use and the natural and induced environmental

exposure. A safety assessment can be conducted, as illustrated in Fig.

3-1, to establish the safety design requirements. This evaluation method

is an extension of the efforts described in the preliminary hazard list

(Task 201 of MIL-STD-882) and is performed by system safety engineers.

The safety assessment is conducted very early in the system acquisition

life cycle with emphasis on identification of fault tolerance provisions for

hazardous areas. The analyst reviews each C31 subsystem or equipment

to determine if potential safety hazards can occur as a result of hazar-

dous material, operational use, environment, or other conditions. A
hazard criticality is established based on worst-case conditions and the

potential for personnel injury or damage to the system using the follow-

ing definitions from MIL-STD-882:

DESCRIPTION CATEGORY MISHAP DEFINITION

CATASTROPHIC I DEATH OR SYSTEM LOSS
CRITICAL II SEVERE INJURY, SEVERE OCCUPATIONAL

ILLNESS, OR MAJOR SYSTEM DAMAGE
MARGINAL III MINOR INJURY. MINOR OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS,

OR MINOR SYSTEM DAMAGE
NEGLIGIBLE IV LESS THAN MINOR INJURY. OCCUPATIONAL
R87-3537.O11(T) ILLNESS, OR SYSTEM DAMAGE

The safety engineer will then establish safety design criteria, including

fault tolerance provisions that are based on the hazard severity, a quali-

tative assessment of the hazard probability and the C31 program system

safety requirements.

Air Force and contractor program managers should carefully assess

the contractor's rationale for establishing safety related fault tolerance
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TABLE 3-1. Typalt FunIdonal Critility Priortistlton.

SYSTE MUNCTI PUNOI CffiICALY

WEAPON GUIDANCE I (HIGHEUT)

ATTACK CONTROL 2

SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR IMAGERY 3

FIXED TARGET IDENTIFICATION 3

CLUTTER MAP 3

SMALL AREA - TARGET CLASSIFICATION 3

ATTACK PLANNING 4

SECTOR SEARCH 5

WIDE AREA SURVEILLANCE 6 (LOWEST)

R8741137.024(T

requirements. It may be advisable to re-evaluate the C31 program sys-

tem safety requirements in light of the evaluation results so that the

program objectives can be achieved without compromising system safety.

Section 4 describes the fault tolerance design options that can be

implemented to satisfy the established fault tolerance requirements, and

summarizes their inherent advantages and disadvantages. Tradeoffs of

design alternatives are contingent on optimizing the LCC and system ef-

fectiveness as described in Section 5.

3.2 EXAMPLES OF TYPICAL C3 I FAULT TOLERANCE APPLICATIONS

In this subsection, two types of fault tolerant systems aze discussed; a

space surveillance system and an airborne radar system. These are

used to illustrate how various fault tolerance approaches can be applied

to effectively enhance C3 I mission capabilities.

3.2.1 Space Surveillance System

The space surveillance system is responsible for the early detection

and tracking of strategic missile launches. This system consists of a

constellation of orbiting satellites with IR sensors that detect and track
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missile plumes, and a ground segment to process and disseminate the data.

As illustrated in Fig. 3-2, fault tolerance is implemented at all levels of

the system design.

The fault tolerance approach for the space uurveillance. system is
t based on two major considerations: first, the safety concerns associated

with the satellite while it is in close proximity to the Shuttle Orbiter;
and second, the mission success for the specified life of the satellite.
MIL-STD-1574 and NASA publication NHB 1700.7A define the fault toler-
ance requirements that assure the payload will operate safely during pre-

launch, launch and separation from the Shuttle Orbiter. Single fault

tolerance is required for critical hazards, while double and triple fault

tolerance or inhibits are required for catastrophic hazards. The re-

quirements for mission related fault tolerance are derived from the re-

liability, global coverage, survivability and availability requirements con-

tained in the system specification. Therefore, the system is designed to

tolerate equipment failures during long periods of on-orbit operation and

employs a variety of fault tolerance techniques, from error-correcting

codes to redundancy of the satellites themselves.

The space surveillance system must provide continuous global cover-
age even if a satellite fails or is disabled due to an enemy attack. The

space segment of the system consists of a constellation containing redun-

dant operating satellites. This extensive fault tolerance approach is ap-

propriate because of the system's high mission criticality and the time

delay that would be incurred to launch replacement satellites or to per-

form on-orbit maintenance. In addition to satellite redundancy, indi-

vidual satellites have a stringent mission success probability requirement

which necessitates the use of extensive fault tolerance. Stringent reli-

ability and fault tolerance requirements are generally considered cost ef-

fective for space vehicles because of the high launch and on-orbit repair
costs. The program's design goal is that all fr-ults result in either no
system degradation or, at worst, degraded performance that would per-
mit ground intervention to restore the system to full performance capa-
bility.
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Figure 3-2. Space Surveilance System Fault Tolerance.
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The satellite's mosaic focal plane IR sensor lise highly fault tolerant
static sensor containing thousands of mosaic I R detector*. Failures of
individual detectors are tolerated since they are masked by the large
number of operating detectors and by the data supplied by adjacent sat-
ellites viewing the some target area. Although the loss of individual do-
tectors does not compromise system performance, the lose of blocks of
detectors would significantly impact the systbm's detection and tracking
capability. Therefore, fault tolerance design guidelines are established
to permit only random detector losses. The satellite's IR sensor config-
uration is similar to the phased array radars which contain numerous
transmit/ receive modules. Typically between 5 to 10% of these moduies
can fail randomly before the radar performance degrades beyond its ef-
fective use.

The data management subsystem contains the application code that
controls the spacecraft subsystems, including the redundancy manage-
ment functions. Two design goals are established: first, complete fault
tolerance for single faults; and second, provide a subsystem similar to a
single-string computer, so as to simplify the application code and mini-
mize development cost. The configuration selected consists of a pool of
processors from which six are used to form two voting triads. Process-
ing channels in each of the triads communicate with the other elements
over interchannel buses. In this manner, data are exchanged for dis-
tribution or voting purposes. The hardware automatically handles the
protocols required for these data transfers.

If a processor channel fails, that failed channel is removed from op-
eration by the two remaining channels. A new channel is activated, run
through self-test, its application code downloaded from mass memory,
and synchronization Is initiated with the other two operational channels.

The triple modular redundancy (TMR) concept was chosen to meet a
stringent time requirement for fault recovery. TMR offered the advan-
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tages of a simpler operating system, reduced power consumption, and

assurance of single fault tolerance, although the required recovery time

could also have been achieved with dual processor pairs having hot

backuips. Other spacecraft subsystems incorporate similar levels of re-

dundancy and graceful degradation designs to ensure meeting high

mission reliability and long mission life requirements.

Fault tolerance requirements for the ground segment are much less

strirgent than those of the space segment. In general, when a failure

is detected, the maintenance personnel can isolate the failure to a line-

replaceable unit (LRU), replace the unit with a spare LRU so that the

systam car resume operations, and repair th- 'aulty unit at one of the

ground depot facilities.

For critical command and control functions, a fault tolerant redun-

dant equipment app:'oach is utilized. As an example, if the mission mes-

sage processor fails in the fixed ground station, the backup support

prucessor will detect the critical condition using a timeout mechanism and

then assume the role of the mission message processor. The watchdog

timer, shared mass sto.rage, and all mission messages received by both

processors, assure a minimum loss of messages to users.

The ground segment operation utilizes fixed and mobile ground

stations. Since both stations continuously transmit mission messages to

all users, the fa;iure of either station does not result in the loss of

transmission capability. Upon failure, a tecond (backup) mobile station

is immediately activated and commences message distribution to restore

the multiple source of mission messages. Because of the ready availabil-

ty of these backup mobile stations, widespread implementation of redun-

dant processors within each station is not cost-effective.

3.2.7 Airborne Surveillance Radar System

In this example, an airborne surveillance radar system will be util-

ized to illustrate how fault tolerance and in-flight maintenance can be
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used to achieve high system availability for long duration missions, and

thereby minimize the impact on life cycle cost. The system's operational

concept and interfaces are shown in Fig. 3-3. Its primary mission is to

locate fixed and moving enemy ground targets and provide near-real-time

weapon guidance information to aircraft and missiles. In conjunction

with other C3 I assets, this system is also used to neutralize enemy

forces considered to be an immediate threa-'.. Table 3-1 shows the rela-

tive criticality of the various system functions as defined in the system

specification. These functional criticalities provided guidance to the

contractor in establishing the mission fault tolerance design priori-

tizatiort. The system specification also listed the acceptable degraded

levels of system performance. When coupled with system reliability mod-

els (see para. 2.1.1), the functional criticality prioritization was useful

in determining whether candidate designs met system reliability require-

ments. The reliability analysis also considered the effect of added hard-
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ware redundancy on overall system reliability and the probability of suc-
cess for the various functions.

Early in the system's design, RF radiation exposure to personnel,
a irc raft emergency egress capability and the common safety hazards as-
sociated with the operation and maintenance of electronic equipment are
identified as the major system safety concerns. These concerns are con-
sidered less important in establishing the system fault tolerance requi-re-
ments when compared to the mission criticality impact. Safety inter-
locks, overrides and egress features incorporated to assure system safe-
ty have a minimal impact on the design configuration and a negligible ef-
fect on the acquisition and logistic costs.

In this example, the airborne surveillance radar system is required
to operate up to 20 hours in-flight. To achieve high system availability,
various forms of fault tolerance are incorporated along with an in-flight
maintenance repair capability. In-flight maintenance is accomplished at
both the shop replaceable unit (SRU) and LRU levels. The level of
in-flight maintenance chosen for each equipment is based on an opti-
mization of on-board spare requirements, diagnostic capability, mainte-
nance personnel workload, and the overall system availability require-

ment. A one-h our mean repair time is specified for the SRU level and
30 minutes for the LRU level.

The radar antenna of the airborne surveillance radar system is not

considered a candidate for in-flight maintenance since it is located ex-
ternally and is inaccessible during flight. High antenna availability is
achi eved with the use of fault tolerant design features and with hard-

ware that has proven reliability (where redundancy applications are im-
practical). The radar antenna aperture contains hundreds of array ele-
ments that are electronically controlled to their comimanded angle by hun-
dreds of phase shifters (2 elements per shifter).

The radar system performance Is highly tolerant to random failures
of array elements or ph~ase shifters across the radar aperture. This
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characteristic results In gradual, but acceptable, degradation of radar
performance and, thus,, assures high availability. It permits the estab-
lishment of a deferred maintenance approach (i.e., numerous missions
can be flown without the need to repair individual array elements or
phase shifters until the peek radiated sidelobes degrade beyond their
acceptable limits).. The array is also mechanically slewed by two servo
motors that provide system fault tolerance. In the event that one motor

fails to operate, the remaining motor rotates the antenna at reduced slew

rates. An inertial measurement unit (IMU) is used to measure the an-

tenna location and is critical to mission success. The IMU is a non-
redundant analog device that has demonstrated an excellent field reliabil-

ity record in similar applications. Alternate redundant design approach-

es were investigated to increase the fault tolerance of the IMU. It was

concluded that the additional hardware complexity made redundancy im-

practical and not cost effective. Therefore, a decision was made to use

a non-redundant IMU configuration and tolerate the infrequent system

failures.

The radar transmitters of the airborne radar surveillance system

utilize coolanol liquid to safely limit equipment temperatures. Opening

coolanol lines in-flight is not recommended from either a maintenance or a

safety point-of-view. This precluded the in-flight repair of the trans-

mitters and necessitates a fault tolerant approach for these relatively

high failure rate equipments. The configuration selected contains four

transmitter units, all of which are required for full mission capability.

However, if one or two transmitters should fail, acceptable degraded

mission capability still remains although certain enemy targets may not be

detectable. Two active radar data processors provide fault tolerance ca-

pability. In the event of a processor failure, the operating unit can

process all the radar data, but at a reduced data rate.

Other rlidar equipments are designed to accommodate in-flight re-

pair. The radar control unit, receivers, signal preprocessor, A/D con-

verters and data processors are all essentially non-redundant equipments
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pability, In lieu of equipment redundancy, has the advantages of lower

weight, volume and system complexity. This approach must be balanced
against the operator workload requirements to optimize the mix of fault
tolerance and in-flight repair and minimize LCC while achieving the
mission objectives. Diagnostic routines identify the failed SRU or LRU.
In most cases, indicator lamps identify the failed hardware. Commonality
of replacement modules is stressed throughout the design phase to
reduce the number of on-board spares required. Accessibility features
are incorporated to permit direct access to each SRU or LRU without
prior removal of other components.

3.3 FAULT TOLERANCE REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST
Air Force and contractor program managers should evaluate the ra-

tionale used to establish fault tolerance requirements by using the fol-
lowing checklist:

a. Are the fault tolerance requirements based on the mission and
safety critical functional requirements?

b. What is the mission criticality (national security, critical, essen-
tial, non-essential) of the C11 system? Are the fault tolerance
requirements appropriate? (PA)

c. Does the system have multiple missions with different functional
criticalities that require different fault tolerance requirements?

d. Are the fault tolerance requirements for safety critical functions
adequate?

a. Are the overall fault tolerance re~quirements too extensive for the
system? Can they be reduced to save program cost and reduce
the logistic requirements?

f. Are the fault tolerance requirements consistent with the expected
operational us.?

"e Is the normal system operation active or standby?
"e What is the intended utilization cycle of the system (8

hours/day, 24 hours/day, continuous, on -demand)?
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e What critical system functions warrant continuous monitor-

flig?
9 What system functions are normally active? What system

functions are normally passive or operating in a standby

mode?

g. Are the fault tolerance requirements appropriate for the operat-

ing environments, i.e., post nuclear blast operation, airborne,

spaceborne, ground based, attended, unattended, etc.?
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4 -GUIDANCE FOR DESIGN OF FAULT TOLERANCE

Hardware and software redundancy techniques constitute design op-

tions that can be selectively employed to satisfy fault tolerant system de-

sign objectives. This section provides an overview of many of these

impats.The increasingly important issues of fault detection, distrib-
utdprocessing and the impact of switching are addressed. Reference
is adetothe F-ault Tolerant Design Implementation Guide for detailed
infrmaionpertaining to hardware and software redundancy techniques.

4.1 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FAULT TOLERANCE DESIGN OPTIONS
A designer may choose from a variety of fault avoidance and fault

tolerance design techniques to satisfy a system reliability or availability
requirement. The key elements of fault tolerance and fault avoidance
are depicted in Fig. 4-1.

Reliability improvement or fault avoidance techniques in many appli-
cations prove to be the least expensive approach to attaining a reliability
goal provided they are introduced early in the design process. In a
simplex, (non-redundant) system, these techniques are to:

"e Obtain higher quality parts/components
"e Increase design safety margins/parts derating
"e Exercise error-reducing design practice, such as shielding and

grounding
"e Improve and control the operating environment through cooling,

heating and isolation
"e Improve uso'r/operator proficiency.
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Fault tolerance techniques are applied when the required reliability

cannot be obtained with a simplex system. Initially, hardware and soft-
ware redundancy are incorporated in the system design in order to main-
tain system operation even if a fault has occurred. This redundancy

can take the form of additional hardware components or the use of tech-

niques that serve to delay processing time. Hardware redundancy, the

most familiar form, uses on-line, hardwired or off-line components con-

figured either as standby or spare units. Time delay techniques are

utilizoid primarily in software and permit retransmit, recompute, rollback

or retry methods of system operation.

In general, fault tolerance design techniques fall into two categor-

ies: fault masking and fault reaction. In early applications, fault mask-
ing utilized multiple hardware redundancy in either dual, triple or qua-

druple circuit configurations. In this form, the functional intercon-
nections remained fixed while failures consumed the components until all

alternate paths were exhausted. Fault detection was not utilized in con-

junction with hardware redundancy, and no intervention was made from
outside the circuit to enable switching or reconf iguration. Today, these
hardware redundancy techniques are still employed but hardware/soft-

ware fault masking often utilizes fault detection to initiate system
reconf iguration. Switching to standby or spare units is an example of
hardware masking, whereas, the use of error detection and correction

code is an example of software fault masking.

In all cases, failure detection is the initial step in implementing

fault reaction techniques. Detection alone does not provide fault toler-

ance with continued system operation. The fault must be corrected or

the operator informed so an alternate means of operation may be provid-
ed. The fault correction techniques or fault reaction "strategies" can be
categorized in two forms: masking redundancy or dynamic redundancy.

Masking redundancy, in the fault reaction sense, uses both detection
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and correction techniques. It is also considered "static" in that it
employs built-in hardware for detection, switching, and data error cor-
rection and requires no interaction with equipment located outside the
subsystem or module. Dynamic r'edundancy techniques provide reconfig-
uration of the remaining system elements around the failed element(s).
These rely on the ability to fault detect and isolate the failed ele-
ment(s).

Some of the more commonly used hardware implementations for mask-
ing and dynamic redundancy are discussed in paras. 4.1.1 through
4.1.7. Paragraph 4.1.8 discusses failure detection as part of software
fault tolerance. Paragraph 4.1.9 presents the characteristics of error
detection and correction codes. Paragraph 4.1.10 discusses fault toler-
ant design implementation in distributed processing systems.

4.1.1 Redundancy Techniques
In reliability engineering, redundancy is the design technique of

providing more than one means of accomplishing a given system function;
i.e., all paths must fail before the system fails to perform the required
function. The alternate means by which the function is accomplished
need not be identical to the primary means. Redundancy is implemented
to increase the probability of system success where the reliability of a
nonredundant design is inadequate to meet the mission or system re-
quirements. The NASA Space Shuttle program is an excellent example of
the extensive use of redundancy to achieve program goals. The Shuttle
uses four computers which are configured as a redundant set for all
critical mission phases, and a fifth computer that contains a backup
flight software package and also performs. non-critical tasks. The con-
figuration is similar to NMR/simplex with the outputs of the four primary
computers voted at the control actuators. Each primary computer moni-
tors the outputs of the four remaining computer-,, with the redundancy
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r management circuitry in each primary computer voting to remove the

faulty computer from service.

Often, redundancy is implemented to provide fault tolerant designs
so that safety requirements can be met. The decision to use redundant
design techniques must be contingent on a tradeoff analysis involving
mission effectiveness, safety and cost, since additional equipment will
increase maintenance expense. Redundancy may be the only available
technique after reliability improvement techniques (e.g., derating, de-
sign simplification, or substitution with higher quality parts) are shown
to be incapable of satisfying program requirements. As an example, in-4
corporating redundant elements may be the best approach for meeting
reliability goals for high earth orbit, long -mission -duration satellites for
which in-orbit maintenance is not feasible. When on-line maintenance is
planned, redundant designs permit repair of failed equipment without
loss of system uptime. Because of the increase in system complexity and
cost, the use of redundancy with an on-line maintenance concept is
normally limited to critical applications.

Redundancy can be incorporated at various assembly levels, as
shown by the examples below.

ASSEMBLY LEVEL EXAMPLES
Pa rt Micro electronic circuit, transistor,

relay contacts,

Circuit Flip-flops, logic array
Functional Adders, counters
Subassembly Arithmetic unit, memory, CPU
Equipment Computer, gyro, accelerometer
Subsystem Radar, communications
System Reconnaissance Spacecraft (constella-

tion)
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Incorporating high level active redundancy within VLSI and VHSIC
microcircuit chips is a significant advance in the tools available for fault
tolerant design. However, common miode failures, such as a hermetic.
seal failure on a chip, can cause the loss of the entire chips. function.
Thus, common mode failures become even more significant in system de-
signs when relying on active redundancy within VLSI and VHSIC micro-

circuit chips. Program managers should require that reliability analyses,
such as a failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA), be conducted early
In the design process to Identify critical failure modes and potential com-
mon mode failures. This helps to uncover any potentially serious design
problems In a timely manner.

The inherent reliability estimates of the lowest level functional ele-
ment must be calculated early in the design process. These estimates
provide the essential inputs to the reliability models for alternate redun-
dancy configuration candidates. Reliability analysis using these models
assists in reducing the number of candidate redundancy schemes capable
of satisfying the system reliability requirement. The mathematical models
for several redundancy configurations are included in the Fault Tolerant
Design Implementation Guide.

The penalties associated with the application of redundancy include
increased maintenance, weight, space requirements, complexity, cost,
spares, and time to design. The Increase in complexity results in the
increased frequency of unscheduled maintenance. Thus, safety and
mission reliability are Improved at the expense of components added to
the maintenance chain. However, the increase in maintenance may be
countered by Introducing reliability and maintainability improvement tech-
niques, such as modularity, design simplification, component derating,
and the use of more reliable components.
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Air Force program managers should insure that the SOW requires
the performance and documentation of trade studies when multiple redun-
dancy strategies are being considered. The tradeoff process will help
the design engineer determine the most effective redundancy alternative.f In the tradeoff process, it may be determined that adding certain types
of redundant equipment may impact the cost of preventive mainten'ance.
The cost of this preventive maintenance may become a significant factor
in the systems total LCC. Redundancy may be easily implemented if the
redundant item is available; may be very feasible if the redundant item
is economical when compared to the cost of redesign alternatives; may
not be viable If the item is extremely costly or if aircraft/spacecraft
weight, volume, or power limitations are exceeded. In any event, the
designer should consider all these factors when using redundancy to im-
prove the reliability of critical items (of iow reliability) for which a sin-
gle failure can cause the loss of a system or a major function.

Incorporating redundancy to achieve increased reliability requires
an effective fault detection and isolation scheme. Isolation is necessary
to prevent failure effects from adversely affecting other parts of a re-
dundant network. For example, failed data processing elements must be
isolated, erroneous data must be prevented from contaminating data
bases, data base corruption sources must be identified, and provisions
must be made to prevent the writing of illegal codes to memory, as well
as the writing of legal but incorrect codes to memory. Air Force pro-
gram managers should ensure that the SOW requires a FMECA be per-
formed at a sufficiently low (detailed) level to uncover any susceptibility
of failure propagation in redundant designs.

Testability must be considered when incorporating redundancy into
a design. In fact, some circuits may not be checkable prior to mission
start because of redundancy Inclusion. Without an adequate functional
test prior to mission start, it may be possible to determine that only one
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of the redundant circuits Is functional. In this sense, pro-mission fail-
ures could be masked by a redundant Item, thus, defeating the purpose
of redundancy. Clearly, this Is contradictory to the purpose of adding
redundancy to improve mission reliability. If it can not be determined
that each of the redundant elements is operational prior to mission start,
then the design must be questioned. Air Force program managers
should insure that the Statement of Work and development specifications
adequately address BIT planning and Inclusion of test points, etc. when
redundancy is anticipated In the system design.

Figure 4-2 presents a summary of several fault tolerant design op-
tions with the associated R/M/T impacts and typical applications to cur-
rent and future C31 systems. Tables 4-1 and 4-2 summarize the charac-
teristics of some fault tolerant design options implemented in software.

4.1.2 Active Redundancy
Active (parallel) redundancy is a design technique where one or

more continuously energized redundant elements are added to the basic
system t0 that the function continues to be performed as long as one el-
ement remains operative.

Simple active redundancy is configured with identical redundant ele-
ments having the same failure rate. Active redundancy configurations
also include parallel redundant elements of unequal failure rates as well
as series -paral lel/pa ral lel -series redundant elements. These and other
active redundancy configurations, their corresponding mathematical mod-
els, advantages and disadvantages are discussed in Section 7 of MIL-

HDBK-338 and in the Fault Tolerant Design Implementation Guide.

Exercising these mathematical models will establish whether a re-
quired probability of mission success within a given operating time can
be satisfied through a selective application of active redundancy config-
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MI.LT TOLERANT DESIGN OPTIONS REUAIIIUTY IMPACT N IUTY It

NON REDUNDANT * UNABLE TO ATMIN HIGH SYSTEM RELIABILITY * MINIMAL SPARES
(SIMPLEX) FOR SYSTEMS CONTAINING COMPLEX REOUIRED COMP0

EQUIPMENT OR LONG DURATION OPERATIONS SYSTEMS

EACH AND EVERY UNIT * ACCEPTABLE SYSTEMS RELIABILITY MAY BE4DEPICTED iN THE SERIES ACHIEVED WITH HIGH RELIABILITY EOUIPMENT
CHAIN IS REQUIRED FOR & SHORT OPERATING TIMES
MISSION SUCCESS

ACTIVE (SIMILAR) REDUNDANCY * HIGH SYSTEMS RELIABILITY CAN BE ATTAINED * SEVERE IMPACT
WITHOUT SYSTEMS INTERRUPTION PERSONNEL SINCI

OPERATING CONTI

e POTENTIAL COMMON FAILURE MODE (OR
THREAT) CAN IMPACT ALL REDUNDANT UNITS

CONSISTS OF A NUMBER(n)
OF IDENTICAL. CONTINUOUSLY
OPERATING UNITS & ONLY
ONE IS REQUIRED FOR
MISSION SUCCESS

ACTIVE (DISSIMILAR) REDUNDANCY * HIGH SYSTEMS RELIABILITY CAN BE ATTAINED * COMPLICATION OF
WITHOUT SYSTEMS INTERRUPTION DIFFERENT UNITS

* NORMALLY LESS SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMMON
CONTINUOUSLY OPERATING FAILURE MODE OR THREAT ENVIRONMENT
UNITS HAVE UNFQUAL FAILURE
RATES (A) & ONLY ONE IS
REQUIRED FOR MISSION SUCCESS
(SAME AS ACTIVE (SIMILAR) BUT
NON-IDENTICAL UNITS UTILIZED)

STANDBY (SIMILAR) REDUNDANCY * VERY HIGH SYSTEMS RELIABILITY CAN BE * MINIMAL SPARES 4
ACHIEVED COMPARED TO ACTIVE hr%..QUIRED FOR HIl
REDUNDANCY IF SYSTEMS INTERRUPT FOR STANDBY UNITS AF

CONSISTS OF A SINGLE STANDBY UNIT "WARM-UP" & "SWITCH-1N" LESS LIKELY TO FA
CONTINUOUSLY OPERATING IS ACCEPTABLE
PRIMARY UNIT, A NUMBER (n)
QUIESCIENT IDENTICAL UNIT(f) AND * POTENTIAL COMMON FAILURE MODE OR
A SWITCH. THE QUIESCIENT/STANDBY THREAT CAN IMPACT ALL REDUNDANT UNITS
UNIT(S) ARE NOT OPERATIONAL UNTIL
SWITCHED IN UPON FAILURE OF THE
PRIMARY UNIT. ONLY ONE UNIT IS
REOUIRED FOR MISSION SUCCESS
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kBILITY IMPACT ThITABILITY IMPACT TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

SPARES & MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL * SELF CHECK CAPABILITY SHOULD SE PROVIDED * Low CRITICALITY APPLICATIONS OR WHERE
ED COMPARED WITH REDUNDANT ON A NON-SYSTEMS INTERRUPT BASIS REPAIR CAN BE RAPIDLY ACCOMPLISHED TO
S MINIMIZE OOWNTIME

9 LESS COMPLEX FAULT DETECTIONIISOLATION
COMPARED TO REDUNDANT SYSTEMS e RELIABLE EQUIPMENT WITH SHORT OPERATING

TIME

0 SYSTEMS WITH CONSTRAINTS IN COST,
WEIGHT, VOLUME

IMPACT ON SPARES & MAINTENANCE * DIFFICULT TO DETECT A FAULT IN * HIGH CRITICALITY APPLICATIONS WHERE
NEL SINCE ALL UNITS ARE REDUNDANT ELEMENTS WITHOUT A REPAIR CANNOT BE ACCOMPLISHED AND
NG CONTINUOUSLY REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT SCHEME SUCH WHERE SYSTEMS OPERATION CANNOT BE

AS COMPARISON MONITORING. VOTING, ETC. INTERRUPTED

* SELF-TEST CAPABILITY SHOULD BE * COMPUTER PROCESSING,
PROVIDED FOR EACH REDUNDANT ELEMENT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS

:ATION OF SPARING & MAINTENANCE OF * DIFFICULT TO DETECT A FAULT IN * HIGH CRITICALITY APPLICATIONS WHERE
NT UNITS REDUNDANT ELEMENTS WITHOUT A REPAIR CANNOT BE ACCOMPLISHED OR WHERE

REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT SCHEME SUCH SYSTEMS OPERATION CANNOT BE
AS COMPARISON MONITORING. VOTING, ETC. INTERRUPTED

* SELF-TEST CAPABILITY SHOULD BE * APPLICATIONS WHERE CONCERNS EXIST FOR
PROVIDED FOR EACH REDUNDANT ELEMENT COMMON MODE FAILURE OR THREAT

ENVIRONMENT
• ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE TESTING REQUIRED

SPARES & MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL * DIFFICULT TO DETECT A FAULT IN * H!GH CRITICALITY APPLICATIONS WHERE
ED FOR HIGH RELIABLE SYSTEMS SINCE REDUNDANT ELEMENTS WITHOUT A REPAIR CANNOT BE ACCOMPLISHED & WHERE

Y UNITS ARE NON OPERATIVE & ARE REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT SCHEME SUCH SYSTEMS INTERRUPT FOR "SWITCH-IN" IS

(ELY TO FAIL AS COMPARISON MONITORING. VOTING, ETC. ACCEPTABLE

* SELF-TEST CAPABILITY SHOULD BE
PROVIDED FOR EACH REDUNDANT ELEMENT

Figure 4-2. Fault Tolerance Designs Options.
(Sheet I of 2)
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urations. These confltgtitons often diffe" In weight, volume, power,

elst is writ aviwt m intanoce frequency, maintainability and testability.

Therfare, AF program managers should Insure that the SOW re-

quires the development of accurate reliability models so that comparisons

and tradeoffs between alternate hardware architectures and redundancy

schemes may be accomplished.

4.1.3 Standby Redundancy

Standby redundancy is a design technique where an alternate re-

dundant means of performing the function is switched in when it Is de-

termined that a failure has occurred in the primary element performing
the function. This differs from active redundancy in that the redundant
unit(s) (or elements) are not operating until switched into the system as
a substitute for the failed primary unit. Switching, therefore, is always

required to activate standby redundant units.

Standby elements are less susceptible to failure since they are not
operating until switched in. Therefore, when compared to active redun-

daim.y, higher systems reliability can be achieved if system complexity
and systems interrupt due to warm-up and switching time penalties are
acceptable. Although, only one redundant element Is required to operate
In the system for mission success, self-test capability is necessary for

all elements to assure fault detection capability.

Standby redundancy may be implemented at various assembly levels,
(e.g., part, circuit, functional, sub-assembly, equipment, subsystem
and system). However, the implementation level chosen depends to a

great degree on an analysis of the switch complexity and the trade'ff
conclusion. In addition to maintenance cost increases for repair of the
additional standby elements, the system probability of success of certain
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standby redundant configurations mAy a@tuly be loes then that of a I

single element. rhis resuft from the Impaet of the reliaility of switch-
Ing or other peripheral devices needed to switch-in the standby redun-

dant element(s). Care must be exeor•sed to ensure that rolIability gens
-art not offset by incritsed failure retes due to swiftabie 4 ieeo arrm
detectors and other peripheral devices nmeded to implement the standby
redundancy configurations.

The effectiveness of standby redundant configurations is enhanced
since this configuration allows repair of the failed unit (whik operation

with the good unit continues). Through continuous or m etlv moni-
toring, the switchover function can provide an Indication that a faelure
has occurred and operation continues with the alternate upit. With a
positive failure indication, delays in repair can be minimized. Ground-

based and large airborne weapons systems, such as AWACS and Joint
STARS, are examples of systems that utilize on-line repair techniques to
enhance availability.

4.1.4 Voting Redundancy

Voting redundancy is a design technique in which the element's

output state is determined by a voter or comparator that compares or
analyzes the state of the majority of the inputs. Faults are statically
masked in voting redundancy, since the agreeing outputs are selected by

the voter and the faulty outputs are ignored. Thus, the majority of
agreeing outputs (presumed to be good) allows continuation of the ele-

n.,nts intended function without interruption. Voting redundancy must
be configured with ar odd number of elements to avoid the possibility of

tie-vote ambiguity. Minimum element implementation, called triple modu-
lar redundancy (TMR), outputs the result of two or more of three agree-

ing outputs by its voter. A more geinera! implementation, N-modular re-

dundancy (NMR), outputs the majority of N element outputs that agree.

Voting may be applied to analog and digital signals and is commonly ap-
plied at the module level.
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The penalty associated with N-modular redundancy includes the

complexity (N) time. the basic hardware uomplexity (cost, weight and

power), plus the comnipaty of the voter. The voter may also cause a

signal prop. ation delay leading to a decrease in performance. To

achieve the reliability potential of NMR configurations it is Important to

prevent the v~ts, from becoming a single point failure. This can be

overcome by Introducing one or more redunsdancy techniques Into the

voter design.

4.1.5 Hybrid Redundancy

Hybrid redundancy Is a dynamic redundancy technique in which

failed 4MR modules (see pare. 4.1.4) are replaced with previously

unused spare modules. When the voter detects a disagreement in a hy-

brid redundant system, the module or modules in the minority are con-

sidered to be failed and are replaced by an equivalent number of spare

modules. Thus, a fault occurring in a TMR configuration results in the

triad being reconfigured "ck to a s•.ate where it can once again mask

faults. Hybrid redundancy overcomes one of the drawbacks of NMR

since the fault masking capability of an NMR design degrades rapidly as

elements fail and the possibility exists for a collection of failed elements

to out-vote the remaining healthy elements, thereby leading to premature

system failure. Thus, hybrid redundancy is a design solution to meet

stringent system reliability requirements of uninterrupted performance

where the mission duration is very long and maintenance is not possible.

The spare modules used in hybrid redundancy often are described

as pooled spares (i.e., they are not dedicated to any particular module

but can replace any module when called upon). Depending on the appli-

cation, the pooled spares can be cold, hot, or flexed.

Cold spares do not operate until they are switched in. Therefore,

they will exhibit a lower failure rate than pooled spares that are powered

(hot). Consequently, using cold pooled spares in a hybrid redundancy

configuration results in higher system reliability than can be obtained by
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using hot spores. This approach often provides significant advantages
in situations of long duration missions without maintenance (e.g. oste;-
Ilte applications). It may also result In fewer spares, lower power re-

quirements, and reduced weight over a hot sparlAg strategy.

Hot pooled spares are modules or equipment that are powered and
operating in a slave mode. These may be shadowing the operating Wle-

ments of the NMR core, but their output Is not being voted upon.

Thus, delay time (to reconfigure) is minimized. The advantage of a hot

standby architecture (to mask failures) is that takeover by the slave is
virtually instantaneous. The slave needs no updates because it is doing

the same tasks as the master NMR core elements. Disadvantages of us-

ing hot pooled spares are increased probability of failure during long

duration missions and increased power and weight required for a given
allocated system reliability. In many applications of hybrid redundancy,

hot standby spares may be inefficient and may waste resources, since

the spares are dedicated exclusively to the functions of the NMR core.

However, where the penalty of failure is extrame, such as those affect-

ing national security, this type of redundancy may be appropriate.

Flexed spares are spare elements of a system which are exercised

periodically and systematically. The use of flexed spares reduces the

possibility of a cold spare not working during a reconfiguration attempt.

For maximum effectiveness and confidence, this itrategy requires that

spare buses, modules, voters, power supplies and clocks be periodically

tested during the mission.

4.1.6 K of N Configurations

A K out of N configuration is a system consisting of N elements, of

which at least K elements must be functioning in order to achieve system

mission success. All N elements in the configuration are operating in

parallel, similar to the operation of a system configured in active parallel

redundancy (see pare. 4.1.2). However, instead of requiring only one
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of randomly dispersed failures of these elements has a negligible effect
on system performance, an-d additional failures can be componsated for
by boosting transmitter power or receiver gain. An even larger number
(typically l*s& then 10't) of random element failures might be offset
by the capability of the surviving elements to meet minimum acceptable
syste performance requirements with a degraded detection capability as
illustrated In Figs. 4-2 and 4-3. These antennas are adaptable to a do-
feered maintenance policy wherein failed elements need not be repaired
after each mission. A second example of graceful degradation is a dis-
tributed data processor subsystem in which the network contains extra
operatin2 processors t*at provide additional throughput. If any processor

TYPICAL PHASED ARRAY RADAR

;,, ;;%~ RIT MODULES

DEGRADED PERFORMANCE

CAPABILITY

PULL PERFORMANCE

CAPABILITY

OPERATING TIME

PFgws 4-3. Gveesul Deuadsalon of Antmen Reselve/Tuawmlt (R/T) Modules.
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fails, only the excess capacity is lost. The number of extra processors

to be included in the network can be selected Il yield an allocated proba-

bility of maintaining at least minimal system functionality through the end

of the mission.

Graceful degradation implies that element failures are unlikely to

cause extensive secondary failures. Limiting secondary failures, i.e.,

fault containment, may require careful design of the interconnection be-

tween adjacent and groups of adjacent phased array radar elements. Al-

so, the data output of a failed data processor must be prevented from

contaminating other operating elements. The AF program manager should

ensure that the SOW and CDRL require that an FMEA be performed at a
functional or hardware level to indicate the consequences of element

failure(s) in a gracefully degrading system. The purpose of carefully

selecting the level of detail in the FMEA is to highlight the susceptibility

of the design to data contamination or secondary failure(s) so that cor-

rective redesign may be instituted.

4.1.8 Fault Detection Techniques

Many methods are available to detect hardware failures and data er-

rors. Most have been conceived to satisfy the goals of specific system

types such is analog control, communications, and processing systems.

The different techniques used provide varyirg levels of three primary

characteristics:

"e Responsiveness - Time to detect

* Failure Source Isolation Level - Component, module, function or

system unit

"e Implementation Complexity - Directly related to the cost to incor-

porate.

Most highly fault tolerant systems use a combination of techniques. Ta-

ble 4-1 lists the common methods which include detection approarhes for

both hardware and software intensive systems. The choice of a specific

detection technique depends upon the nature and criticality of the ele-

ment or task. The cost and complexity of implementing it must be asses-

sed along with the accuracy of the method used.
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4.1.9 Error Detection Codes

F_ ~ Systsma~iic coding of transmitted data is the method most often used

to detect errors that occur in digital communication. Errors can occur

singly, in multiples of random errors, or in bursts due to timing incon-

sistencies or noise caused by electromagnetic interference. Distinct

classes of codes have been configured to deal with the various types of

errors expected. The more complex error patterns demand the use of

more sophisticated error detection coding techniques. In addition, the

advanced detection techniques can be enlarged and designed to correct

the errors; thus, they provide a form of masking redundancy. All

codes apply date redundancy to an information stream that is prede-

termined and cons.istent. Error correction is often incorporated in these

designs. The complexity and the detection/correction capabilities of

some commonly used code types are summarized in Table 4-2.

4.1.10 Distributed Processing

Distributed processing allows for computational functions to be dis-

persed among several physical computing resources. The resources may

be geographically separated or co-located. Computations are performed

locally but the processors may be linked to permit separ~te tasks to be

partitioned between computational resources. Three important aspects of

distributed processing systems are the design of the local computational

resources, the network which allows the processors to communicate with

one another and the operating system used to allocate the partitioning of

the tasks to -the local processing elements.

Distributed processing systems are one of the most implementable

design techniques for fault tolerant designs. The various fault tolerant

hardware and software techniques identified in this Guide can be ap-
plied to the local computational resources. The network requires forms

of message checking and redundant communication paths. The operating

system, critical to the success of the system should generally be dis-

tributed and redundant to minimize the impact of a failed memory module

storing the program.
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Distributid Processing offers many advantages over other process-
ing systems, -including the centralized approach. These advantages in-

clude the following characteristics:
eextendability,
*fault tolerance, and

e- implementation attributes.
*Ex-tendlability, sometimes -referred to as modularity, flexibility or

adaptability Is the degree to which system functionality and performance
can be -changed without changing the system design. The major benefits
of extendability are ease of growth and ease of modification. A high de-
gree of extendability permits performance upgrades in small increments
at correspondingly small cost increases. Reduced hardware and software
development and support costs will be achieved by commonality of system
elements such as nodal data processors and bus control units. Dis-
tributed processing systems' fault tolerance is enhanced by the multiplic-
ity of independent processors which may improve fault detection, iso-
lation and recovery through cooperation of the processors. G racefulI
degradation is easily implemented in distributed processing systems,
since the loss of a single processor may only result in a slight incre-
mental decrease in performance or throughput. Errors occurring in a
single processor are confined and only a subset of system functionality
and performance may be affected. Furthermore, spare redundant pro-
cessors may easily be connected to the network to facilitate meeting a
stringent reliability/availability requirement. The application cha rac-
teristics of distributed processing systems are concerned with attributes
such as bandwidth, maturity and technology insertion. The system re-
sponse time and throughput are both improved by a multiplicity of pro-
cessors operating concurrently. There are also several cost-effective-
ness advantages for using an aggregate of interconnected smaller pro-
cessors instead of m~ore traditional-centralized systems of equivalent per-
formance. First, the quantity and functionality of the smaller proces-
sor's logic is more amenable to high levels of semiconductor integration
than is that of the larger processor. Second, smaller processors can be
designed and implemented more quickly, so they can make use of the lat-
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Ost, most cost-effective hardware technology. Finally, smaller proces-
sors are manufactured in greater quantities and thus benefit from pro-
duction economies.

However, there are limitation's and design issues associated with
distributed processing systems. These include:

e The amount of internal processi'ig contained in a node must be
traded in the design phase against the addition of more computa-
tionai nodes.

e The nodes in a network can be interconnected in many ways
(fully connected, multiply connected, star, ring, tree, etc.) and
these must be traded in the design phase against connectivity
and reliability goals.

*The bandwidth requirements for the network are driven by the
number of messages and associated protocol. The bandwidth in
turn dictates the technology used in the implementation. Inadle-
quate bandwidth will degrade the response time of the system.

9 A fully distributed system carries a substantial amount of over-
head particularly in the operating system. It is the responsi-
bility of the operating system to schedule tasks to the computer
resources and to determine their health status. A failed comput-
er resource must be taken off line and its tasks reallocated by
the operating system to a healthy processing unit. The amount
of time allowed for reconfiguration is driven by the system re-
quirements, the complexity of the operating system, and the
technology proposed for the distributed system.

*The data base operating system concerns can become complex
when other processing resources require a non-resident data
base; for example, in extracting data which is not local to the
processing resource.

Failure to address the above design issues in a timely manner can
result in excessively long response times, poor reliability and increased
system costs. When a C311 systems development effort includes a selection
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between centralized and distributed processing system approaches, it is

important that this selection be made no later than the end of the Demon-

stration/Velidation phase. There are significant complexity, systems

integration, and development effort considerations associated with distri-

butad processing systems. Therefore. contractor program managers

should identify and schedule appropriate trade studies and analyses to

support the recommended data processing approach.

Distributed processing systems are gaining increased importance in

satisfying CVI system development objectives. They can be designed to

contain a wide range of hardware and software fault tolerance techniques

and thus satisfy stringent long life, autonomous operation and availabil-

ity requirements. Fuirther information including R/M/T impacts of vari-

ous distributed processing architectures is provided in the Fault

Tolerant Design Implementation Guide.

4.1.11 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FAULT TOLERANT DESIGN

CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

The following questions will provide guidance for AF program man-

agers and contractor designers during the development of system archi-

tectures for fault tolerant C3 1 systems.

a. What system requirement has driven the decision to incorporate

redundancy? (C)

b. Has the decision to incorporate redundancy techniques been

based upon a tradeoff analysis?

c. Have the cost benefits of other reliability improvement techniques

(e.g. parts derating, design simplification, environmental stress

screening, etc.) been considered prior to the decision to dupli-

cate hardware/software?

d. What alternate redundancy technique(s) have beon identified

which satisfy the allocated reliability requirement? Do these al-

ternates result in lower system weight or cost?
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weight of fault detecton isolation, switching, and other pert-

phral devices needed to implement the particular redundancy
coaflturation? (C)IIf H&%V the levels Of 111iSMplmtation of redundancy been selected
-With 110stability considerations jn- mind?

9. les6* thet Val W-lity and OWailability oQf th* system been accurately
modeoled at the level of imlmnainof redumdancy?

h- Has the switch failure rate been Incorporated In the reliability
Modal of: Standby and hybrid redundancy?

1. Has -the -votep/comparator failure -rate -been Incorporoaed _to the

reliability moodel of voting redundancy configurations? What
meams have been taken to prevent the voter from becoming a
si-ngle point failure?

J. Have the following approaches been considered when pooled

spars$ are to be employed in mission and safety critical applica-

tions? (C)
e design soft turn-on circuitry for cold spares
a operate with standby spares

e operate with flexing of spares.
k. Is the distributed processing operating system redundant so as

to minimize the impact of a failed memory module?

I. Does the operating system periodically check the health status of

spare redundant modules?

4.2 MAINTAINABILITY/TESTABILITY IMPACT ON FAULT TOLERANT
DESIGN OPTIONS

4.2.1 Testability of Fault Tolerant Designs
The Success of most fault tolerant systems depends largely on the

design's inherent diagnostic capability and testability- - specifically its

ability to detect, Identify, and report malfunctions so that suitable

corrective action can be taken. The selection of e redundant design
technique must include an assessment of associated diagnostic/testability

alternatives and their overall impact on the achievement of the design
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goal peiafornwnes tquirements. The methods chosen to Implement the

dlagnostit/testability task depend on what is being tested with the fault

tolerance design option. Once a method is chosen, constraints imposed

upon it begin to reveal themselves from various other interdependent re-

qulemnents. DlsIn for pue tutablUlty, whether in a fault-tolerant

fraenwork or not, can be reiMtud nl after the designer has dealt with

cmstratnts such a. cost, available real estate, size and weight limita-

tions, available power, and Intorfa•c w lexity restrictions.

When performing trades to secure additional real estate or complex-

ity for diagnostic/testability capability for fault tolerant systems, the de-

signer has more freedom than the designers of conventional systems.

This is because the added hardware and software for the test function

serve multiple purposes: First, performance-monitoring testing assures

the user that the equipment Is working. Secondly, this testing capabil-

ity helps to isolate faults to a replaceable module. Thirdly, in standby

redundant strategies, the built-in self-test or diagnostic function must

detect and identify malfunctions so that the standby or redundant func-

tion can be switched in. This third functional requirement demands that

designers be more responsivt to the diagnostic/testability needs. By

integrating all three diagnostic capabilities into a cohesive concept, the

overall task can be accomplished much more easily.

One of the most demanding requirements imposed on the diagnostic/

testability capability of fault tolerant system design is a quick response

time to reconfigure. Systems w'th no critical reconfiguration response

times are free to have self-test diagnostics put into a low priority back-

ground mode. These systems need not compete for processing time,

seriat bus access, or slow electro-mechanicaI relay switching time, to

mention just a few examples.

Additional hardware and/or software may be required to internally

test a function such as a self-test diagnostic capability. This addition

may be beyond what is necessary to perform its normal dedicated function.

As a general rule, contractor program managers should establish a goal
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that the test jaircuitry to be added hae failure rate an order of magni-
tude better-than the functional circuitry to be tested. This gpel may be
relaxed if the program manager is satisfied that it is too stringent and
wivid compromise the ability tL satisfy other critical system design re-
quiremmats. Air Force program managers should assure themselves that
the ratio of SIT circuitry failure rate to functionl circuitry failure rate
is not excessive. This will minimize corrective maintenance events due
to failures of ena overly complex BIT diagnostic function. However, there
should be sufficient diagnostic capability built into the design to reliably

carry out these detection, identification and reporting test functions.

An important factor influencing the diagnostic/testability design is

new technology. Today, more can be accomplished with a package of the
same size as that of 10 years ago. However, there is a tendency to shy

away from new technology because of lack of confidence resulting from
insufficient field testing. Risks associated with single-source procure-
ment have been used as a possible reason to reject a good solution.

Therefore, although determining how to test a function may be readily

resolved by using a new technique, alternate solutions are often sought

because of lack of confidence in the new technique.

System reliability can be improved by using redundancy techniques,

but caution must be exercised in this approach. Fault detection and iso-

lation are often the limiting factors when designing redundancy Into the

system. For example, a subsystem may consist of a number of redun-

dantly configured items and the reconfiguration strategy may require

isolating a failed item before an operationally redundant item can be

switched into its place. Depending upon function criticality, redundant

units can be switched in either at the first indication of a failure or af-

ter a failure indication has been sustained. In either case, after the

spare unit has been switched In, the operating system can command more

exhaustive BIT on the faulty module and log the unit as failed if con-

firmed by BIT, or return the unit to standby or active status if the fail-
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ure Is not confirmed. When considering adding more redundant Items,
cuntimn tv requtred since the diagnostic/testability of failed Items Is
seldon -100% perfect. When the non-perfect probabilities of correct fail-
ure detection on4 Isolation are taken Into accnunt, It Is entirely possible
that the- suabs",tam probability of mission success may not Increase with
the addition *f redundant items.

It may-be helpful to review some of the more desirable design con-
siderations for diagnostics/testability before establishing. what can be ex-
pected from the diagnostic design of a fault tolerant system. Theses de-
sign considerations include the following:

a. Comparison Method - An effective method for testing similar sys-
tems with similar Inputs and outputs Is to compares outputs and
flag any gross disagreemnents. It Is desirable to provide a means
to determine which branch is faulted.

b. Redundancy Verification - The built-in test should test each re-
dundant path individually whenever possible, to prevent the
masking of faults in redundant items.

c. Flexing of Spares - Periodically activate all available assets when
continuous or concurrent fault detection methods are utilized
within hot spares, so that the built-in test of the hot spares is
activated and reported out before these Items are needed and
switched In.

d. Voting Scheme Technique -A typical example of a voting scheme
technique is to compare output vaiues from three different
sources. Confidence is placed In that value where at least two
of the three sources agree. The source of the erroneous value
should be corrected at an appropriate maintenance schedule.

a. Error Correction - Detection of degraded performance In stages
preceding an error-correcting function is difficult. This is be-



cause the error-correcting function makes its pteoeding degraded
stage appear healthy. The error-correcting functions should

keep a count of the number of times corrections had to be made.

When a predetermined threshold count Is exoeeded, a test signal
may be Injected to determine if the Input stage Is unacceptably

degraded..

f. Multiple Redundancy - In highly redundant systems which are

allowed to gracefully degrade through failures of redundant ele-

ments, a test should be established to verify that minimum ac-

ceptable system performance levels are met during system opera-

tion.

g. Echo Message - When it is necessary to transmit long messages,

the ability to echo back a message is particularly useful. This

feature provides confidence that the message has been accurate!y

received. A time out is usually set in anticipation of the echo

message. If nothing, or if an erroneous echo is received before

the time out has elapsed, the message is sent again and a fault

flag is set.

h. System Check - Severe and damaging faults often render it im-

possible for a system to check itself. One by-product of redun-

dancy is the fact that without much complication a system that is

capable of checking itself can also check out another system like

itself. Therefore, it may be advantageous to have similar sys-

tems periodically check each other.

i. Redundant Bus - Provision for a status word has been included

successfully in 1553-type systems utilizing redundant buses.

Subsystem access to the bus is completely controlled by a bus

controller. Each subsystem is informed by the bus controller

when to send and when to receive a message. Every time a

subsystem receives such information from the bus controller, the
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-subsystem sends a status word back to the bus controller. This
status word usually contains, a number of bits reflecting the
-health of the subsystem, the actual word-couret received, the
comparison results of the expected wordocount, the word-count
It is presently sending, etc. If the bus monitor detects an er-

ror within the bus system, it automatically switches over to the

redundant bus and reports this out upon demand. Maintenance

personnel can isolate a fault quickly by observing failure indica-

tions from the bus monitor as well as from the various subsys-

tems.

j. Non-Volatile RAM - A microprocessor's ability to access a non-

volatile RAM serves a dual purpose. First, it can log fault-

detection Information that may be retrieved by meintonance

personnel after power has been shut off. Secondly, it can log

software errors detected and trapped during on-line program-

ming. A third possible service worth noting Is the use of

non-volatile RAMs to periodically check certain computed values.

Power transient induced faults would then become tolerable

becouse the processor mould have to only "roll back" to the val-

ue stored at the -,heckpoint rather than begin the entire compu-

tation all over again.

k. Internmttent Faults - One way to identify intermittent faults is to

log every detected occurrence into memory (possibly non-volatile

memory). Once the trend of an intermittent fault is determined,

effective corrective action can be taken.

I. Signal .l7.nnts - It is often imperative that C31 signalb be sent

in hostile and jamming environments. Receivers can accurately

interptu a signal even if 1/8 of ts total initiai format is lost.

Although thse receivrs work extremely well, higher levels of
fault detection covm.rsge would be diffic.,lt to achieve with con-

ventional overall wraparound tests or even quick operational
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cheeks. At -lose raen, these systems perfor.m perfectly without
antennas or even without their power amplifiers. Elegant, lo-

calized sensitivity tests, therefore, can be built into the equip-
ment. If the equipment is unacceptably degraded, the demodu-

lation elements must prevent their own fault flag outputs.

m. Ceutfen lMdkotion - Fault tolerancecan be applied to a variety

of system types, i.e., electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, environ-

mental, etc. Regardless of the system type, it is customary to

include a caution indication whenever a backup system is called

into service, especially when a failure within the backup system

could be hazardous to those involved.

4.2.2 Maintainability of Fault Tolerant Designs

The ability to meet fault tolerant requirements Imposed upon a sys-

tem is greatly influenced by its capability to detect, isolate, and repair

malfunctions as they occur or are anticipated to occur. This mandates

that alternate maintainability and diagnostic concepts be carefully studied

and reviewed before committing to a final design approach. A mainte-

nance plan, based upon the system's maintainability features and diag-

nostic capabilities, must then be developed so that it optimizes logistics

resource requirements. The repair scenario should be viewed from as

global a position as possible to accurately determine the true, bottom-line

cost. The unscheduled Organizational (0) level maintenance, although

a major part, still is only a portion of the total overall maintenance ac-

tivity. Other maintenance activities include scheduled/preventive, 0

level inspection and service, Internediate (I)-level maintenance, and De-

pot (D)-level maintenance. The cost of each level contributes to the

LCC which should be the driving measure for any decision a maintenance

planner makes.

Probably the most Important steps a maintainability engineer must

take are defining effective Maintainability and Diagnostic concepts that

are capable of meeting the mission performance requirements while min-
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imuilng LGC. Usuelty, there ere a hendful of options available, but be-
fore one can intelligently ihmose the correct approach, some basic and

typical questions should be answered:

"* What are the overall mission reliability tvluirements?
"* Do these requirements demand multiple redundachies and/or so-

phisticated techniques to enhance reliability?
"* What is the system's allowable loss probability per operating hour

requirement?

* What are the system performance monitoring requirements?

• What are the required maximum and mean Umes to repair?

* What are the risk areas that demand attention?

* Will on-line or in-flight maintenance be required or even be pos-

sible?

e What is the Fraction of Faults Isolatable (FFO) design goal?

* What p•rcentage of the maintenance diagnostics can be achieved

by the embedded diagnostics provided to meet safety and func-

tioanl performance requirements?

* Can BIT eliminate and/or complement ATE requirements?

* Can the intermediate level of maintenance be minimized or elim-

inated?

9 Can the equipment design be functionally partitioned to facilitate

a module-level maintenance concept?

o Can reliance on support equipment be eliminated?

o Can the ability to record maintenance history (in-flight and

on-ground) be provided within the onboard diagnostic system

design?

The appropriate answers to these and other pertinent questions,

will help formulate the maintainability and diagnostic concepts necessary

for the system. In addition, by reviewing previous history and the

available and allowable resources (such as man-hours, personnel skill

levels. OSE requirement and system availability requirements), better

judgments can be made on logistics decisions such as:

• How often should a corrective maintenance action be expected?

4-32
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* Should the designer plan for scheduled maintenance, and If so,

how often?

e How many and what types of spares should be stocked?
e Where should the sparuea be stocked?
a Sihould an Instructive computer program be developed to aid the

technicians involved in maintenance and fault isolation activities?

How a sotm• s i to be maintained should be analyzed In parallel
with how it should be designed to meet Its reliability, avalltblity (heavl-
ly influenced by mainteinabillity) and survivability requilremen. The
maintenance concept should be considered early In the dclNgn phase of
the program, eilce there Is *better chance to develop a ceet-effective

and efficient system If maintainability Is an initial design concern.

Providing an efficient, cost effective means of maintaining a C31
system, without hindering mission performance (or affecting mission re-

quirements), requires that a design vs. corrective maintenance trade-off

analysis be conducted early in the development process. For example,

to achieve a mission reliability goal with a K out of N redundant system

(see pare. 4.1.6), more frequent restoration of redundant elements

would result in a lower number of required total redundant elements (but

in higher maintenance hours). Conversely, if operational considerations

dictate an extended time period between redundancy restoration, then a

larger number of redundant elements would be required to satisfy the

mission reliability goal. Details of design vs. corrective maintenance

trades are illustrated in the Fault Toierant Design Impiefentotion Guide.

Before a decision is reached on selecting a particular redundancy

scheme, contractor program managers should insure that satisfactory re-

sponses are obtained for the following typical maintenance related

questions:

• What methods will be used to fault detect (FD) and fault isolate

(Fl)? How effective will the FD/FI tests be? What faults cannot

be detected and/or isolated using the FD/FI tests?
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"* What is tl.# risk that an unschwduled corrective maintenance
action will adversely affect the mission? Is it tolerable?

"* How many manhours would be necessary to perform anticipated

unscheduled maintenance actions?

" W. would be the mean-time-to-repair (MTTR) for such a sys-
tem?

"* Does this MTTR meet the system performance requirements?

"* Can the system provide full service during an unscheduled main-

tenance activity (consideration must be given to power supplies,

maintenance technician and tool access, possible shorting of adja-

cent channels, etc.)?
"* How many spares must be stocked and at how many locations?

"* How long does it take to replenish the spares Inventory?

Table 4-3 presents attributes of some of the options available for

maintaining fault tolerant C1l systems requiring high readiness levels.

4.2.3 MAINTAINABILITY AND TESTABILITY CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

Maintainability

a. Will the Maintainability concepts be developed In parallel with

other concepts proposed for achieving reliability, availability and

survivability requirements?

b. Have the costs of all the required maintenance levels been con-

sidered before presenting a maintenance concept? (C)

c. What Maintenance concept options will best provide an efficient,

cost-effective means to maintain a C3l system without hindering

mission performance?

Tostability/Diagnostics
a. What resources will be required for Testability/Diagnostics to

meet the fault tolerance design goals?
b. Can the BIT and BITE design (used to detect and isolate faults

for performance monitoring and maintenance) be used to achieve

the desired fault tolerance performance levels?
c. What additional constraints are imposed upon the testability/di-

agnostics design? (C)
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TABLE 4-3. Maint*We Conoept Optio,.

CIICEPT ODeSECiTISO TYPICAL APPLICATIONS ADVATAGE$ DMIAOVANTASES

ON-LINE DESIGN ALLOWS RAPID HIGH CRITICALITY STRATEGIC SYSTEM CONTINUES FULL ADDED COMPLEXITY OF
SIT)RATION OF THE SYSTEM FPOCTIOII Lk. DATA OPERATION OR WITH FOFI. ANOIWITCHING.

SYSTEM BY REPLACE- PROCESSING, COMMUNICATION MINOR INTERRUPTION IN ADDED COST OF OUPLI-
MINT OF BITiFIT LINKS, ETC ALSO IN-FLIGHT SERVICE. CATEO EGiNPMENT AND
IDENTIFIED LRUI AND ON-EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE ON-LINE SPARES
LIMk WITH SPARE. WITNO4-OARO SPARMS

DEFERREL. DESIGN ALLOWS ACCEPl"ABLE DEGRADED MODES SYSTEM CONTINUES FULL PERFORMANCE
SCHEDULING NON- OF OPERATION AND OTHER OPERATING. MORE CAPABILITY MAY NOT
CRITICAL MAINTE- GRACEFULLY DEOGRADING EFFICIENT USE OF BE AVAILABLE. IF
NANCE AT A MORE SYSTEMS. NON-CRITICAL MAINTENANCE MAN. NEEDED.
CONVENIENT TIME OR EQUIPMENT FAILURES. POWER AND SCHEDULE.
PLACE.

OPPORTUNISTIC DESIGN ALLOWS CON- ACCEPTABLE DEGRADED MODES SYSTEM MAINTAINS HIGH FULL PERFORMANCE
TINUED OPERATION OF OPERATION AND OTHER READINESS. MORE EFFI- CAPABILITY MAY NOT
WITH A DEGRADED GRACEFULLY DEGRADING CIENT USE OF MAINTE- BE AVAILABLE, IF
SYSTEM UNTIL THE SYSTEMS. NON-CR!TICAL NANCE MANPOWER AND NEEDED.
REQUIRED MIX OF EQUIPMENT FAILURES& SCHEDULE.
SPARES. ATE, PERSON-
NEL AND SCHEDULE 18
AVAILABLE TO PER-
FORM THE DEFERRED
MAINTENANCE.

PREPOSITIONED COMPREHENSIVE MAIN- AIRBORNE C31 SYSTEMS AND REDUCED MAINTENANCE MAY RESULT IN DE-
TENANCE S LIMITED TRANSPORTABLE SUBSYSTEMS. MANPOWER. SKILL GRADED READINESS.
TO SPECIFIC SITES. THE LEVELS AND SUPPORT
SYSTEM CAN BE DIVERT- EQUIPMENT REQUIRED.
ED OR TRANSPORTED
FROM ITS OPERATION-
AL SITE TO A PARTIC-
ULAR MAINTENANCE
SITE TO PERFORM A
PARTICULAR LEVEL OF
MAINTENANCE.

RAPID DESIGN PERMITS SYS- GROUND MOBILE AND AIRBORNE ENHANCED TACTICAL/ ADDED SYSTEM
DEPLOYMENT TEM OPERATION FOR A C3 1 SYSTEMS WITH SELF- SURGE CAPABILITY COMPLEXITY.

SPECIFIC TIME PERIOD CONTAINED ELECTRICAL DURING HOSTILE
WITH MINIMUM LOGIS- GENERATORS, AUXILIARY ACTIONS&
TICS AND SUPPORT POWER UNITS. JET FUEL
RESOURCES. STARTERS. ETC.

AUSTERE SITE DESIGN PERMITS SYS- GROUND AND AIRBORNE C3 1 ENHANCED SYSTEM ADDED INITIAL SYSTFM
TEN OPERATION FOR SYSTEMS WITH SELF-CONTAINED SURVIVABILITY DURING COST.
EXTENDED TIME ELECTRICAL GENEqIATORS. HOSTILE ACTIONS.
PERIODS AT UNIN- AUXILIARY POWER UNITS, JET
PROVED FACILITIES FUEL STARTERS, ETC.
WITH MINIMAL LOGIS-
TICS RESOURCES.

SELF A SYSTEM CONTAINING HIGH CRITICALITY STRATEGIC HIGH READINESS. ADDED COMPLEXITY,
CONTAINED SUFFICIENT FAULT NATIONAL SECURITY SYSTEMS. WEIGHT. POWER AND

TOLERANT DESIGN INITIAL COST.
PROVISIONS THAT RE-
QUIRES LITTLE OR NO
EXTERNAL MAINTE-
NANCE TO COMPLETE
A MISSION.
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5 - FAULT TOLERANCE DESIGN AND TRADEOFF ANALYSES

*This section provides the necessary management background infor-

mation to formulate fault tolerant designs and conduct tradeoff analyses.

"The approach described herein promotes the development of balanced de-

signs with R/M/T attributes to enhance supportability and mission effec-

tiveness at minimal life cycle cost.

5.1 FAULT TOLERANCE DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Fault tolerance must be incorporated into the design as part of the

system engineering process. Experience has shown that a hierarchical
approach, involving the selective application of fault tolerant design

techniques, is most effective. Figure 5-1 shows the recommended fault

tolerant design methodology. This approach consists of first creating a

baseline design, and then systematically introducing fault tolerance to

meet the R/M/T requirements. The process is iterative and assures that

all system requirements can be achieved within program cost and sched-

ule constraints.

5.1.1 Baseline Design

The first step in fault tolerant design process is to develop a base-

line system architecture for the implementation technology that meets the

system performance requirements. This first cut architecture should be
non-redundant, i.e., contain only the minimum hardware complement

needed to meet the performance parameters. Furthermore, technology

used in the baseline design must represent a reasonable and attainable

development risk that is consistent with the program cost and schedule

constraints. The use of high risk technology that is Incompatible with

program cost and schedule will Inevitably result In serious R/M/T and

system purformance deficiencies.

5-1/2
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Figure 5-1. Fwut Tolerance Deign Methodolog.
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5.1.2 Fault Avoidance Techniques

While the baseline vaatgn is being developed, applicable

anc:e-tttMquet--6ho••d be identified and carefully evaluated. These

techniques nor•tafly trepresent the most cost effective method of increas-

ing system reliability. Typically they include the following approaches:
e Reduction of environmental stresses, e.g., providing Increased

cooling and/or vibration isolation. For operating temperatures

between 10*C and 50*C, a 10 to 15 percent increase in reliability
can be expected for each 1O0C decrease In temperature

* Use of military gradepiece parts instead of commercial grade

e Application of a more stringent part derating policy for new de-
signs

* Imposition of environmental stress screening at the piece part
and equipment levels.

5.1.3 Development of the Fault Tolerant Design Approach

Section 3 of this Guide describes the methodology used to establish
the system fault tolerance requirements based on mission and safety crit-
icalities. In addition to these contractor-developed requirements, the

Air Force imposes R/M/T and availability requirements which significantly
influence the selection of fault tolerant configurations. Fault tolerance

requirements are allocated by contractor personnel to each hardware ele-
ment in the system. This assures that fault tolerant design emphasis is

directed at the critical areas and not indiscriminately across the entire

system. Compliant design approaches can then be formulated using the
various fault tolerant options discussed in Section 4 of this Guide.

Typically, three to four designs are initially configured and quali-
tatively evaluated against the major system drivers, i.e., performance;

cost, weight, supportability, etc. Normally, the two most promising
candidate approaches are selected for further configuration definition and
tradeoff analysis. Alternate testability/diagnostic concepts must be con-

currently developed and included as part of the design tradeoff process.
System level FMECAs should be conducted on each alternate candidate
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configuration tU Identify single point failures and other potential design

weaknesses apacting safety and reliability. Paragraph 5.2 describes theSanalysis methods that ore commonly used to evaueotet design alternatives

and select the most desirable design approach prior to the Preliminary
Design Review (CPR). Design trades should continue long after the
POR and focus on the detail design issues.

5.1.4 Fault Detection Implementation

After establishing the system diagnostic approach, appropriate fault

detection techniques must be defined to detect all relevant fault types in

a timely manner. Fault detection algorithms are implemented via various

hardware, software, and repetition (time) methods to generate the initial

fault signal. Fault detection algorithms are classified in accordance with

the time of their application as follows:

"e Continuous (Background) or Non-Interference Testing - Simul-

taneous with normal system operation

"e System Interrupted Testing - After normal operation has been

temporarily interrupted

"* Redundancy Testing - Either concurrently or at scheduled in-

tervals; verifies that the various forms of protective redundancy

are themselves fault-free

"e Validation Testing - Identifies system imperfections introduced

during the manufacturing and programming processes prior to

system deployment.

5.1.5 Recovery Implementation

After a fault is detected, recovery algorithms are used to reconfig-

ure the system to an alternate mode of operation or safely shut the sys-

tam down. Examples of reconfiguration include: deactivating i failed

processor and switching In a standby spare processor, deactivating a

faulty meory area and reallocating the remaining available storage area

of the memory. The anticipated extent of hardware damage as a result

of a fault and the time required to resume system operation have a major

Influence on the choice of recovery techniques that can be used. Fault
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signal-invoked recovery algorithms are classified according to the state

of the system after recovery as follows:

o Recovery to'ftgtnal perfolmance

* Recovery to degraded modes of system operation
a Execution of a safe shutdown.

5.1.6 R/M/T Evaluation Techniques
The design activity must be supported by a continual assessment of

the system's ability to meet the R/M/T and availability requirements.

Current and future C81 systems will utilize extensive redundancy, as
well as, complex fault detection and recovery management techniques.

The trend towards these ultra-reliable fault tolerant systems has neces-

sitated the developomnt of sophisticated R/IIT evaluation tools.

In the past, the lack of redundancy was felt to be the major source

of system unreliability and imperfect fault protection coverage was

deemed to have only a second-order effect. With the increased emphasis

on fault tolerance for present day C31 systems, redundancy and fault

protection coverage ',ave achieved at least parity, if not complete role-

reversal. System faults which occur may or may not be detected, and

faults which are detected may or may not result in correct isolation and

reconfiguration. Thus, to be of value, analytical reliability and avail-

abl'4"y models must properly account for the adverse effects of imperfect

fault protection coverage. System reliability and availability figures of

r. -it must be determined by evaluating the inherent fault protection

. rage and the ability to reconfigure to alternate modes of acceptable

sV.Lem operation.

3 dite, most of the reliability models used to evaluate complex

faul -olerant systems are based on Markov methods. Some of the more

popular models are ARIES, CARE Ill, HARP and SURE and their impor-

tant characteristics are summarized in Table 5-1. The reader should re-

fer to the Fault Tolerant Design Implementation Guide for more informa-

tion on this subject.
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5.1.7 FAULT TOLERANT DESIGN METHODOLOGY CHECKLIST
QUESTIONS

The follcowing 'questions are Intended to assist program managers In
achieving the appropriate level of fault tolerance through the design and
tradeoff analysis process:

a. Does the systems design approach Include fault tolerance as an
Integral part of the systems engineering process?

b. Does the system design approach clearly reflect the R/M/T and
fault tolerance requirements and the methods for their evaluation
and optimization?

c. What Is the overall diagnostic strategy?
d. What is the system level fault protection design concept?



e. What analyses/tradeoffs have been accomplished, or are planned

to assure a system architecture that minimizes the effect of I

faults?
f. What are the fault containment strategies? How is data Intagri-

ty, inoluding data bases, protected from damage caused by

faults?
g. What is the software overhead penalty for implementing fault tol-

eran"e? Whet Is the hardware penalty for implementing fault tol-

erance techniques?

h. How are the fault tolerant system interfaces protected?

I. Has a list been developed of all the critical technology develop-

ments needed to support fault tolerance? What are the states of

development of these technologies?

J. How credible is the reliability/availability model and supporting

input data?

5.2 R/wT DESIGN TRADEOFF ANALYSES

5.2.1 Readiness Analysis

Readiness tradeoff analyses are used to evaluate the impact of

R/M/T design features in conjunction with the operational and mission

requirements of the system. Readiness is defined as the probability that

a system is either operational or ready to be placed into operation at any

point in time. The major factors that influence readiness are:

"* Reliability and maintainability design characteristics

"e Field maintenance concept employed

"* Logistic resources available
"e Mission and operational requirements.

These factors and relationships affecting readiness are shown in Fig.

5-2.

The readiness of a weapon system is primarily dependent upon the
"repairability" characteristics of the design, i.e., the ability to accom-
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plish corrective and preventive maintenance within a prescribed period of

"downtime." This Is expressed by the availability (readiness) ratio:
.1

Uptime

Availability (readiness) .
Uptime * Downtime

The terms, operatlooa eavailability (Ao) and rcodlneag, are essentially

interchangeable. Uptime is a function of the maintenance interval or

mean-time-between-maintenance (MTSM). Downtime Is determined by the

mean restore time (MRT) to return the system to operational status.

Therefore, operational availability is expressed in the following equation:

MTBM

Ao a
MTBM+ MRT

The maintenance interval comprises all the maintenance actions asso-

ciated with functional failures, scheduled maintenance, inspections,

cannibalizations and false alarms. The MRT includes the actual mean-

time-to-repair (MTTR) a system coupled with the elapsed time associated

with logistic supply and manpower delays. MTBM and MTTR are deter-

mined by the system's design features. Supply and awaiting maintenance

delays are caused by logistic resource deficiencies which can be mini-

mized with effective management and planning. Therefore, system readi-

ness, directly attributable to design characteristics, is normally evalu-

ated in the design phase using the classical steady-state inherent

availability (Ai) relationship:

MTBM
Ai :

MTBM + MTTR

The reliability, maintainability and testability attributes are evalu-

ated through design tradeoffs which achieve a balance of supportability

5-11.
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features with the operational and mission needs, and program resourme.

As the maintenenfte interval to Increased through Improvd rellebility,

the Inherent availability of a system will approach 100%i. Similarly. main-

tainability design improvements can reduce the numbeer of false alarms
and expedite- maintenance. This Improves the availability of the system
by intcreasing the Interval between maintenance (MTBM) and reducing the
MTTR. The availability ratio,, MTTR/MTBM, is used extensively In do-
s~gn tradeoffs to *assss the reliability, maintainability and testibiity Im-
pact on system availability, as Illustrated In Fig. 5-3. As this ratio de-
creases, eithr through an Increase In the maintenance Interval or re-
duction In the restore time, the system availability/readiness Improve*.

.00

.44

.1.06 .1 a2 .5 1.0 5 110

Fiewe 54. R11edoatiop Of AuslkbWt Mmd he DdV~MT~ &f MTM.

Utilization is an Important consideration for systems that are sub-
jected to long periods of Inactivity and brief actual operating times.
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With fixed logistic ass0ts available, an Increase in system utilization tax-

a the maintenance resources and decreases system readiness.

5.2.2 Logistics Resource Analysis

Effective management of logistic resources (personnel, facilities,

equipment 'and spares) is essential to achieve a high state of system

readiness. Program managers must allocate sufficient funds to establish

logistic requirements end purchase the necessary logistic resources.

Even highly reliable systems, when they fall, can suffer rapid dograds-

tion in system readinet, To avoid deterioration of a system's readiness
capability, logistic planners must provide properly trained maintenance

personnel, facilities and test equipment to accomplish maintenance, and

sufficient quantities of replacement parts and materials. Figure 5-4

shows how a system's operational availability (Ao) will decay with in-

creasing restore time due to delays in logistic supply and maintenance
personnel.

MTIM (MR)
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Maintenance manpower requirements are based on the number andr types of skills required to perform the repair and scheduled maintenance
tasks at the anticipated maintenance frequencies. The spares require-
ments for a program are normally determined by performing a level of

Lrepair analysis as part of the Logistic Support Analysis (LSA) activity.
This analysis establishes the most economic level of repair .(assembly,
subassembly, component) and identifies where the repair should be ac-
complished (organization, intermediate, depot) based on the maintenance
concept. Logistic downtime is highly dependent upon the level of re-
pair, the repair facility and the number of spares available.

5.2.3 Mission Effectiveness Analysis
Mission effectiveness, EMt is a measure of a system's capability to

accomplish its mission objectives within the stated operational demand
time. E(t) is expressed as the product of the operational availability
(Ao), mission reliability (R(t)) and the system performance index Ps as
follows:

E (t) =A0 R(t) P

This expression takes into account the probability that the system will
be available on operational demand (A0 ), the probability of not experi-
encing a critical system failure (R(t~)) and the percentage of mission
objectives that can be expected to be accomplished (Ps). For a C31 sys-
tem, the system performance index would relate the mission objectives to
system capabilities such as, area of surveillance, target detection
probability, etc. The availability, reliability and performance parameters
are defined in terms of the normal and degraded modes of system opera-
tion. Configuration trades affecting reliability, supportability and readi-
ness can then be evaluated as a function of mission effectiveness.

5.2.4 Life-Cycle Cost (LCC) Analysis

Tradeoffs are not meaningful unless they can be expressed in terms
of a common parameter. In terms of readiness, cost Is the best common
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d~enominator for normalizing the effects of all the diverse variables as-
soclated with R/M/T and logistics. As an example, the maintainability

characteristics of a CIl system can be quantified in terms of acquisition
and operating and support (O&S) costs by identifying the impacts on

prime, -equipment, personnel, support equipment, spares, publications,

etc. However, the cost impact of having a multi-million dollar system

unavailable for a mission is difficult to measure. It. is therefore conve-

nient to evaluate a system in terms of weapon system ready-hours. By
addressing the problem on- a total -force- level basis, it can be shown that

a few weapon systems -with. a. high readiness rate can be -as effective as a

larger number of weapon systems with- a lower readiness rate. A break-

even point will define when it is more cost-effective to procure additional

weapon systems, rather than incorporate additional readiness improve-.
ments.

It is sometimes advantageous to work with a worth value rather
than cost directly. Costs can be converted to the worth of a ready-

hour by dividing the anticipated LCC of the weapon system by the num-
ber of ready-hours (requirement or goal) during the life-cycle of the

system. The relationship is:

LCC Per System Total Dollars

R x SL x 365 Days/Yr. x 24 Hrs./Day Ready-Hours

where:

R= Readiness Index Worth of a Ready-Hour
R = Readiness Rate

and SL = Service Life (Yrs.)

Using the readiness criteria, any improvement to the system can be
evaluated on a cost effectiveness basis. As an example, for a system

with a readiness goal of 80%, a service life of 20 years, and an antici-
pated LCC of $75,000,000 per weapon system, a readiness index of
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$535/Reedy-Hour is obtained. For this particular system, if the cost of

saving one ready-hour over its service life exceeds $53M the improvement

should not be implemented. -

5.2.5 R/M/T DESIGN TRADEOFF ANALYSIS CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

a. Have probabilistic aood 4uantftative readiness goals and re-

quirements been defined? (PA)

b. Have system utilization, on-station demand, and critical

turn-around requirements been quantified? (PA)
c. Have the following factors been considered in developing spe-

cific operational, maintenance and support requirements?

e Facility needs

* Manpower constraints and loading

e Maintenance state of the art

e System support concept

e Levels of repair

a Provisioning and stock-out levels

a Special support equipment and diagnostic test architecture

* Maintenance publication and training

9 Special and readiness inspections

d. Are logistic support cost, LCC, level of maintenance, and

mission simulation model requirements defined in support of

system readiness trades and effectiveness analysis?

a. Has provision been made to use results of readiness analysis

for:

e Support of design trades?

e Optimization of support systems?

e Progress towards meeting system demand requirements?
9 Identifying readiness risks?

f. Are reliability and maintainability quantitative requirements

adequately defined at all levels (system, subsystem, compo-

nent, etc.) to ensure necessary quantitative readiness assess-

ments?

g. Are warranties and/or contractor maintenance factors con-

tained In the readiness equations? If so, how are they to be

Implemented?
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6..-. ACRONYMS

A/D Analog to Digital

AF Air Force

ARIES Automated Reliability Interactive Estimation System

(Computer Program)

ATE Automatic Test Equipment

AWACS Airborne Warning And Control System

BIT Built-In Test

BITE Built-in Test Equipment

C Contractor

CARE Computer Aided Reliability Estimation (Computer

Program)
3C I Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence

CDR Critical Design Review

CDRI_ Contract Data Requirements List

CONCEPT Concept Exploration (Phase)

COTS Commercial Off-the-Shelf

CPU Central Processing Unit

D Depot

DoD Department of Defense

DSP Defense Support Program

ECP Engineering Change Proposal

ESS Environmental Stress Screening

6-1
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FD Fault Detection

FFI Fraction of Faults Isolatable

FI Fault Isolation

FMEA Failure Mode Effects Analysis

FMECA Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis

FRACAS Failure Reporting, Analysis and Corrective Action

System

FSD Full Scale Development (Phase)

FSED Full Scale Engineering Development (Phase)

GSE Ground Support Equipment

HARP Hybrid Automated Reliability Predictor

(Computer Program)

Intermediate

ILS Integrated Logistic Support

IMU Inertial Measurement Unit

IR Infrared

Joint STARS Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System

LCC Life-Cycle Cost

LRM Line Replaceable Module

LRU Line Replaceable Unit

LSA Logistic Support Analysis

MRT Mean Restore Time

MTBCF Mission-Time- Between-Critical- Failu re

MTBF Mean-Time-Between-Failure

MTBMA Mean-Time- Between-Maintenance-Action

MTBMI Mean -Time- Between -Maintenance- Inherent

MTTR Mean -Time-To- Repair
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NMR N-Modular Redundancy

1 0 Organizational

O&S Operating and Support

PA Procuring Activity

PDR Preliminary Design Review

PM Preventive Maintenance

PROD Production and Deployment (Phase)

R&M Reliability and Maintainability

RAM Random Access Memory

RF Radio Frequency

RFP Request For Proposal

RIW Reliability Improvement Warranty

R/M/T Reliability, Maintainability, Testability

RQT Reliability Qualification Test

SOW Statement of Work

SRR System Requirements Review

SRU Shop Replaceable Unit

ST Self-Test

SURE Semi-Markov Unreliability Range Evaluator

(Computer Program)

TMR Triple Modular Redundancy

TPS Test Program Set

VALID Demonstration and Validation (Phase)

VHSIC Very High Speed Integrated Circuit

VLSI Very Large Scale Integration
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APPEMIDIX A

GLOSSARY OF RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY, TESTABILITY
AND FAULT TOLERANCE TERMS

AVAILABILITY: A measure of the degree to which an item is in an
operable and committable state at the start of a mission when the
mission is called for at an unknown (random) time. (item state at
start of a mission includes the combined effects of readiness- related
system reliability and maintainability parameters, but excludes
mission time.) (1)

COVERAGE, FAULT PROTECTION: The conditional probability that the
system will recover should a fault occur.
The specification of the types of errors against which a particular
redundancy scheme guards. (2)

DEPENDABILITY: A measure of the degree to which an item is operable
and capable of performing its required function at any (random)
time during a specified mission profile, given item availability t~ the
start of the mission. (item state during a mission includes the
combined effects of reliability and maintainability parameters but
excludes r~ -mission time.) (1)

ERROR: An undesired resource state that exists either at the boundary
or at an internal point in the resource and may be perceived as a
failure when it is propagated to and manifested at the boundary.
(3)
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FAILURE: The event, or inoperable state, in which any item or part of
an item does not, or would not, perform as previously specified.
(1). A loss of service that is perceived by the user at the bound-
ary of the resource. (3)

FAULT: The immediate cause of failure (e.g., mal-adjustment, mis-
alignment, defect, etc.) (1). The identified or hypothesized cause
of the error or failure. (3). A fault may be latent and undetected
until it propagates and causes an error or functional failure at a
higher level of operation.

FAULT, DESIGN: A generic fault designed into a function, including
hardware and software faults and faults of other logical entities,
such as data bus interfaces.

FAULT DETECTION: The process of determining that an error caused
by a fault has occurred within the system. An undiscovered fault
is classified as a latent fault.

FAULT, INTERMITTENT: Hardware faults which result in recurring
inconsistent functional behavior of the hardware followed by recov-
ery of its ability to perfdrm within specified limits without any
remedial action. Intermittent faults cannot occur in software or
logic.

FAULT ISOLATION: The process of determining the location of a fault
to the extent necessary to effect repair, correction, or restoration
to specified performance. (1)

FAULT, LATENT: A fault which exists but has not been detected.

FAULT, PERMANENT: A fault which, once it occurs, is irreversible
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except for permanent removal from the system.

FAULT RECOVERY:- The ability of the system to provide the required
a e rvice or performance or to correct errors after a 'fault has been
detected.

FAULT, TRANSIENT: A fault not caused by a permanent defect but
rather one which manifests a faulty behavior for some finite time
and then Is fault free. A permanent or intermittent fault which
only occasionally produces discrepant results is not a transient
faulIt.

FAULT TOLERANCE: A survivable attribute of a system that allows it
to deliver its expected service after faults have manifested them-
selves within the system. (3)

FAULT TOLERANT SYSTEM: A system that has provisions to avoid
failure after faults have caused errors within the system. (3)

ITEM: A generic term which may represent a system, subsystem, equ'-3
ment, assembly, subassembly, etc. depending on its designation in
each task. (4)

MAINTAINABILITY: The measure of the ability of an item to be retained
in or restored to specified condition when maintenance is performed
by personnel having specified skill levels, using prescribed proce-
dures and resources, at each prescribed level of maintenance and
repair. (1)

MEAN -TIME- BETWEEN-FAI LURE (MTBF): A basic measure of the system
reliability parameter related to availability and readiness. The total
number of system life units, divided by the total number of events
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in which the system becomes unavailable to initiate its mission(s),
during a stated period of timhe. (1)

MISSION-TIME-BETWEEN-CRITICAL-FAILURES (MTBCF): A measure of
MISSION RELIABILITY: The total amount of mission time divided
by the total number of critical failures during a stated series of
missions. (1)

OPERABLE: The state of being able to perform the intended function.
(1)

REDUNDANCY: The existence of more than one means of accomplishing
a given function. Each means of accomplishing the function need

not necessarily be identical. (1)

REDUNDANCY, ACTIVE: The redundancy wherein all redundant items
are operating simultaneously. (1)

REDUNDANCY, STANDBY: That redundancy wherein the alternative
means of performing the function is not operating until it is activat-
ed upon failure of the primary means of performing the function.
(1)

RELIABILITY: (a) The duration or probability of failure-free per-
formance under stated conditions. (1).

(b) The probability that an item can perform its intended function
for a specified interval und•er stated conditions. (For non-
redundant items this is equivalent to definition (a). For redundant
items this is equivalent to the definition of mission reliability.) (1)

RELIABILITY, MISSION: The ability of an item to perform its required
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functions for the duration of the specified mission profile. (1)

TESTABILITY: A design characteristic which allows the status

(operable, inoperable, or degraded) of an item to be determined

and the isolation of faults within the item to be performed in a

timely manner. (4)

NOTE: The sources of key definitions are given in parentheses follow-

ing the definition. The source identification codes are:

(1) MIL-STD-721C, "Definition of Terms for Reliability and Main-

tainability."

(2) D. P. Siewiorek, R. S. Swarz, "The Theory and Practice of

Reliable System Design", Digital Press, 1982.

(3) A. Avizienis, J. C. Laprie, "Dependable Computing: From

Concepts to Design Diversity", Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol.

74, No. 5, May 1986.

(4) MIL-STD-2165, "Testability Program for Electronic Systems and

Equipment."
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LIST OF GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

DoD Directive 5000.40 Reliability and Maintainability
DoD-STD-2167 Defense System Software Development
MIL-HDBK-338 Electronic Reliability Design Handbook
MIL-STD-470A Maintainability Program for Systems and

Equipment
MI L-STD-471A Maintainability Verification/Demonstration!

Evaluation
MIL-STD-756B Reliability Modeling and Prediction
MIL-STD-781C Reliability Design Qualification and

Production Acceptance Tests: Exponential

Distribution
MIL-STD-785B Reliability Program for Systems and

Equipment Development and Production
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MIL-STD-882B System Safety Program Requirements

MIL-STD-1388/1A Logistics Support Analysis

MIL-STD-1521B Technical Reviews and Audits for Systems,

Equipment, and Computer Software

MIL-STD-1574A System Safety Program for Space and

Missile Systems
MIL-STD-2165 Testability Program for Electronic Systems

and Equipment

NHB 1700.7A Safety Policy and Requirements (NASA

Publication)
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